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ABSTRACT
We review the phenomenological status of the minimal supersymmetric standard
model without R-parity conservation. We focus on the issues of the lepton and
baryon number/flavor violation possible in this framework for various low energy
processes. Special emphasis is made to the constraints on the R-parity violating
parameters derived from the experimental data on these processes.
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1 Introduction
During the last decade the minimal supersymmetric (SUSY) standard model (MSSM) was getting a
new paradigm of the particle physics instead of the traditional Standard Model (SM). The MSSM is
the minimal extension of the SM to include SUSY (for review see [1, 2]). The need of the SUSY for the
low-energy realm steams mainly from the SM itself if one tries to understand a co-existence of the two
fundamental energy scales separated by a huge distance on the energy axis. They are the Fermi scale
MF  250 GeV and the Planck scale MPl  1019 GeV. Quantum eects make this dierence unstable
and push the scalar masses to the MPl making the SM meaningless. This is a manifestation of the
so-called "hierarchy" problem. The most elegant known solution of this problem is oered by the SUSY
which leads to cancellation of dangerous quadratic quantum loop corrections and stabilizes the mass
scales.
The MSSM includes many new elds and couplings compared to the SM. The well known feature of
the SM is the presence of the two accidental global symmetries U1B and U1L corresponding to the baryon
B and lepton L number conservation. These symmetries are consequence of the SM gauge symmetry
and of the minimal eld content. Changing to the MSSM we nd U1B and U1L broken and, therefore,
the lepton and baryon number violating processes are possible. This fact may have a dangerous impact
on the low-energy phenomenology. In particular, it means that matter is unstable due to the proton
decay.
The standard lore to cope with this problem is to introduce an ad hoc discrete symmetry such as
the R-parity [3]. This is a multiplicative Z2 symmetry dened as
Rp = (−1)3B+L+2S; (1)
where S, B and L are the spin, the baryon and the lepton quantum numbers. It implies that all the
SM particles have the conserving multiplicative quantum number Rp = +1 while their superpartners
Rp = −1.
R-parity conservation prevents lepton (L= ) and baryon (B= ) number violating processes, the super-
partners are produced in associated production and the lightest SUSY particle is stable. The latter
leads to the celebrated missing ET signature of the SUSY event in high energy detectors and renders
a cold dark matter particle candidate. Although desirable for many reasons the R-parity conservation
has no well motivated theoretical grounds.
On the other hand relaxing the R-parity conservation in a special way we may get a new insight into
the long standing problems of particle physics, in particular, to the neutrino mass problem. Remarkable,
that in this framework neutrinos can acquire the tree-level supersymmetric mass via the mixing with
the gauginos and higgsinos at the weak scale [4]{[9]. This mechanism does not involve the physics at the
large energy scales Mint  O(1012 GeV) in contrast to the see-saw mechanism but relates the neutrino
mass to the weak-scale physics accessible for experimental searches.
The R-parity can be broken (Rp= ) either explicitly [4] or spontaneously [10]{[12]. The rst option
allows one to establish the most general phenomenological consequences of R-parity violation while a
predictive power in this case is rather weak due to the large number of free parameters. Spontaneous
realization of Rp= SUSY is a much more predictive scheme leading to many interesting phenomenological
consequences [12]. However, it represents a particular model of the R-parity violation and in certain
cases it might be not satisfactory. At present it is an open question which underlying high-energy scale
physics stands behind R-parity, protecting or violating it at the weak scale.
Many aspects of the Rp= SUSY models in high and low energy processes have been investigated
in the literature (for review see [13]{[16]). Recently, growing interest to the supersymmetric models
without R-parity conservation was stimulated in particular by the HERA experiments, which reported
an anomaly in deep inelastic e+p-scattering [17] which can be elegantly explained within this theoretical
framework in terms of the lepton number violating interactions.
In a model without Rp, the supersymmetric particles can decay alone into ordinary particles. There-
fore the R-parity odd interactions can be probed by any usual particle detector. In order to estimate
a possibility of detecting the Rp violating SUSY in future experiments one needs to know the current
constraints on the R-parity violating couplings from the existing data. Especially stringent constraints
can be naturally extracted from data on the processes forbidden or highly suppressed in the SM.
In this paper we give a review of the present status of the MSSM without R-parity conservation
(Rp= MSSM). We consider the most general case of R-parity violation in the superpotential and in the
soft SUSY breaking sector. We start with the theoretical introduction into the Rp= MSSM, specifying
and discussing main attributes of this model. Then we discuss the currently known constraints on
R-parity violating SUSY. It is important to note right from the beginning that all known constraints on
the R-parity violating (Rp= ) parameters in particular those we present in this paper are model-dependent.
Since we always deal with several contributions to a considered observable quantity there is no other
way to evaluate the size of individual terms and the corresponding Rp= parameters but to employ the
assumptions of the dominance of one/several couplings or the assumption of the absence of an unnatural
ne-tuning between dierent contributions. The latter in many cases is equivalent to the former. To
extract the physical parameters based on these assumptions is widely used in the literature. Nevertheless
one has to keep these notes in mind considering various constraints in this paper and also in the original
papers.
2 Minimal supersymmetric standard model
In this section we introduce and discuss the main ingredients of the minimal supersymmetric standard
model (MSSM). We consider some theoretical motivations for R-parity (Rp) conservation or non con-
servation (Rp= ). The two options with and without Rp conservation are commonly denoted as MSSM
and Rp= MSSM. This section is mainly intended to give a basis for the subsequent sections where phe-
nomenological status of the Rp= MSSM is addressed.
2.1 Superpotential and soft supersymmetry breaking
The minimal supersymmetric standard model is a minimal extension of the SM to incorporate super-
symmetry. The model is based on the SM gauge group GSM=SU(3)cSU(2)LU(1)Y and involves the
elds listed in Table 1.
Note that the list of superelds in Table 1 includes two Higgs doublets Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 with weak
hypercharges Y = −1;+1 respectively, instead of one Higgs doublet in the SM. The second Higgs
supereld Ĥ2 is necessary for constructing the SUSY Yukawa couplings Ĥ2Q̂Û
C which provide after
the electroweak symmetry breaking masses to up-quarks. In the SM one could use for this purpose the
complex conjugate eld i2H
y
1 without introducing an independent H2. In the SUSY framework the




gauge symmetry are forbidden by SUSY since Ĥy1 transforms under the SUSY algebra as a right-handed
chiral supereld while Q̂i and Û
C transforms as left-handed ones. Furthermore, it can be shown that
the existence of the second Higgs eld is required to avoid gauge anomaly which would otherwise result
from unpaired chiral fermion existing in the Higgs supermultiplet and known as higgsino [18].
The most general gauge invariant form of the renormalizable superpotential reads
W = WRp +WRp= : (2)

















j − hUijĤa2 Q̂bi ÛCj − Ĥa1 Ĥb2
]
; (3)
where i; j = 1; 2; 3 are generation indices and a; b = 1; 2 are SU(2)L ones. A completely antisymmetric
tensor " is dened as "12 = −"21 = 1. Hat denotes a supereld. Further we will drop the supereld hats
unless it is misleading.































Table 1. The MSSM eld content.
Superelds Bosons Fermions SU(3)cSU(2)LU(1)Y,
Y = 2(Q− T3)
ĝ(a) g(a) g˜(a) (8; 1; 0)
Ŵ (k) W (k) W˜ (k) (1; 3; 0)



































ÛC U˜C = (u˜R)








D̂C D˜C = (d˜R)






























The coupling constants  (00) are antisymmetric in the rst (last) two indices as required by the SU(2)
and SU(3) invariance.
The SUSY can oer a realistic phenomenology only if it is explicitly broken at low energies so that
superpartners split in masses. Otherwise it would contradict the observed particle mass spectrum.
SUSY can be broken in the so called "soft" way saving the generic ultraviolet property of the SUSY:
absence of quadratic divergences. Recall that this property of SUSY allows a solution of the notorious
hierarchy problem which was a main reason for invoking the SUSY to low-energy particle physics.
The soft SUSY breaking terms of the Rp= MSSM Lagrangian are:
Lsoft = −V softRp= − V softRp + LsoftGM; (5)
where the R-parity violating V softRp= and the R-parity conserving V
soft
Rp parts of the
scalar potential have the form:
































































1 − BHa1Hb2 + H.c.
]
; (6)




































Rk + H.c. (7)










In eqs. (6){(8) tilded quantities denote the superpartners of SM elds.
Note that the gluino ~g soft mass M3 coincides in this framework with its physical mass denoted
hereafter as mg˜ = M3. While the soft masses M1;2 are not physical masses of the gauginos W˜ and B˜
since in general they are mixed with each other as well as with higgsinos and neutrinos. Therefore,
mass eigenstates are dened by the diagonalization of the 77 mass matrix as discussed in sect. 2.3.1.
A generic feature of supersymmetric extensions of the SM is the presence of renormalizable operators
violating the lepton L and baryon B number conservation laws. These operators violate simultaneously
R-parity and are present in (4) and (7). This is in contrast to the SM where L and B violating
renormalizable operators are forbidden by the gauge invariance realized for the SM elds. In the
supersymmetric extensions of the SM it is not the case because of a wider eld content.
A model characterized by the superpotential (2) and the soft SUSY breaking terms (5) does not
conserve R-parity and will be denoted as Rp= MSSM. It contains 135 independent Rp= parameters. They
are: 9 bilinear mass parameters j, ~1j , ~2j , 9 trilinear parameters of the -type, 27 of the 
0-type, 9 of
the 00-type and 327 of the ;0;00-types. As will be discussed in sect. 2.5, the simultaneous presence
of lepton and baryon number violating terms in eqs. (4) and (7) (unless the couplings are very small)
leads to unsuppressed proton decay. Therefore, either only the lepton or the baryon number violating
couplings can be present in phenomenologically viable model.
Imposing R-parity conservation one a priori assumes all these terms to vanish. The corresponding
model is known as the MSSM. However it is a too restrictive assumption.
Certain discrete symmetries such as the B-parity may originate from an underlying high-energy
scale theory and forbid only baryon number violating couplings. This is enough to avoid fast proton
decay. This model, usually denoted as Bp MSSM or again as Rp= MSSM, is derived from the general
version of Rp= MSSM by setting 
00 = 00 = 0 in eqs. (4) and (7). This realization of R-parity violation
attracts most attention in the literature.
The following note on a specic property of the Rp= MSSM is in order. By examining eqs. (3){(7)
one nds no dierence between the superelds H1 and Li. This is because in the Rp= MSSM there is no
conserving quantum number to distinguish these superelds. Therefore in many cases it is convenient
to collect them in a combined supereld L = (H1; Li) with  = 0; 1; 2; 3, implying L0 = H1. We will
use this possibility in the subsequent sections.
2.2 Scalar potential and electro-weak symmetry breaking
Having dened the superpotential (2) and the soft SUSY breaking terms (5) it is straightforward to
derive the scalar potential V of the Rp= MSSM. It consists of the following four terms:











where V softRp and V
soft
Rp=
are the soft SUSY breaking terms given in eqs. (6) and (7) while the last two




; Da = gAnT
aAn: (10)
Here W is the superpotential (2), An denotes a scalar component of a supereld, T
a are the gauge group
generators and g is the corresponding gauge coupling. We do not reproduce a complete expression for
the scalar potential of the Rp= MSSM. It can be found in the literature. Analyzing the electroweak
symmetry breaking one needs only that part of the scalar potential which contains electrically neutral




































jH02 j2 − j~j2
]2
;
where ;  = 0; 1; 2; 3 and ~ = (H
0
1 ; ~i) with ~0 = H
0
1 . The U(1)Y , SU(2)L gauge couplings are denoted
















0 = ; j~j2 
∑

jj2; b0 = B; bj = −~22j :
The electroweak symmetry breaking occurs when the elds involved in the potential (11) acquire non-
zero vacuum expectation values (VEV): hH01;2i = v1;2 and h~ii = !i. The vacuum is dened by mini-
mization conditions for the potential (11) which take the form:
(m2H2 + j~j

























We use the notations ! = (v1; !i) with !0 = v1. From eq. (14) it follows that !i 6= 0 unless the bilinear
R-parity violating parameters do not vanish k 6= 0, bk 6= 0, (ML˜)n0 6= 0.
The presence of non-zero sneutrino VEVs changes the standard formula for the W -boson mass MW .




where D is the gauge covariant derivative and i are the scalar elds in the theory including the ~i





√√√√v21 + v22 + 3∑
i
!2i : (15)





for real vi, may be regarded as free parameters of the theory, while vi are not free any longer, but
determined by
v1 = cos 
√√√√v2 − 3∑
i




Evidently, the VEVs of the scalar neutrinos, h~ii = !i, cannot have arbitrarily large values, but they
are bounded from above, as can be readily seen from eqs. (15) and (17).
2.3 R-parity violation and lepton mass matrices
In what follows we present the mass matrices of the neutral and charged fermion sectors of the Rp= MSSM.
Mixing within these sectors become possible in this model since R-parity is explicitly broken.
2.3.1 Neutral fermion mass matrix
The neutral fermion sector of the Rp= MSSM consists of the following electrically neutral Weyl fermion
elds: neutrinos ; the third component of the SU(2)L triplet gaugino 3; U(1)Y gaugino 
0 and
higgsinos ~H01;2. Let us introduce the neutral fermion eld
Ψ0T(0) = (e; ;  ; −i0; −i3; ~H01 ; ~H02 ): (18)












with M  m. Here the 34 matrix
m =
 −MZsW cu1 MZcW cu1 0 −1−MZsW cu2 MZcW cu2 0 −2
−MZsW cu3 MZcW cu3 0 −3
 (21)
originating from the Rp= bilinear terms in the superpotential (4) and the soft SUSY breaking sector (6).
In eq. (20) M is the usual 44 MSSM neutralino mass matrix in the basis f−i0;−i3; ~H01 ; ~H02g
M =

M1 0 −MZsW c MZsWs
0 M2 MZcW c −MZcWs
−MZsW c MZcW c 0 −
MZsW s −MZcW s − 0
 : (22)
Here ui = h~ii=hH01i, sW = cosW , cW = cosW , s = sin, c = cos. The supersymmetric Higgs mass




the 77 neutral fermion mass matrix M0 (20) becomes diagonal
M0y = diagfmi; mkg: (24)
The lightest mass eigenstates with masses mi are identied with the physical neutrinos while the
remaining four mass eigenstates with the masses mk are identied with the physical neutralinos.
Remarkable, that as a result of the minimal eld content and the gauge invariance the tree-level neutral
fermion mass matrixM0 (20) before diagonalization has such a structure that its rst three rows and the
last one are linearly dependent and, as a result, two neutrino mass eigenstates are degenerate massless
states.
It is natural to identify the massive neutrino state with the tau neutrino 3 =  while the two
massless states with the e and . The e{ mass degeneracy is lifted by the 1-loop corrections as
well as by the non-renormalizable terms in the superpotential giving to e; the small non-equal masses
me 6= mµ 6= 0 [9]. The 1-loop corrections are discussed in this section below.
By the use of the matrix perturbation theory one may derive simplied formulas for the neutral
fermion mass and mixing matrices which allow useful explicit representation for the non-zero neutrino
mass m3 . As a small expansion parameter can be taken the matrix
 = m M−1 (25)


















2 WM2) cos cosWMZ
2 detM
i; (28)
with i = 1; 2; 3. The determinant of the MSSM neutralino mass matrix (22) is
detM = sin 2M
2
W (M1 + tan
2 WM2)−M1M22: (29)
and
i = hii − hH01ii: (30)
To leading order in the small expansion parameters , an approximate form of the neutral fermion

























The second matrix rotates M0 to the block-diagonal form diag(MΛ;M), separating the neutralino
sector with the mass matrix M from the neutrino sector with the eective mass matrix

















The 44 matrix N rotates the MSSM neutralino mass matrix M to the diagonal form
NMN
y = diagfmig; (34)
where mi are the physical neutralino masses. Thus, to leading order in  the mixing within the




with 0n = (−i0;−i3; ~H01 ; ~H02 ) being the weak basis.




() = diagf0; 0; mg: (36)
The only non-zero neutrino mass is given by
m = Z  j~j2 : (37)
Let us show an explicit form of the neutrino mixing matrix
V () =
 cos 13 0 − sin 13sin 23 sin 13 cos 23 sin 23 cos 13
sin 13 sin 23 cos 13 cos 23
 ; (38)
where the mixing angles are expressed through the vector ~ as follows:























 ~  ~
 ~d, s, b
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. 1-loop contributions to neutrino masses.
The non-zero neutrino mass in eq. (37) is subject to the experimental constraint mτ  23 MeV
[21]. The mτ constraints can be evaded assuming an approximate alignment between the two vectors
ai = (i; ) and bi = (h~ii; hH01 i) which leads to the cancellation in (37) since j~j2 = j~aj2j~bj2 − (~a ~b)2.
This might be guaranteed by a special global symmetry [5, 7] or by some dynamical reasons [6].
We considered the tree level mass matrix of the neutral fermions of the Rp= MSSM. Presence in the
physical neutrino spectrum of the two degenerate massless neutrino states 1;2 indicates importance of
the quantum 1-loop corrections in the neutrino sector.
At one-loop approximation the trilinear Rp= couplings  and 
0 generate contributions to all entries
of the neutrino mass matrix via the diagrams in Fig. 1 involving charged lepton-slepton and down-type
quark-squark loops [4, 10, 11, 22].
The 1-loop neutrino mass matrix can be written in the form:
M1−loop = MΛ +M +M′ ; (41)
where the rst term is the tree level contribution (32) while the second and third ones are the contri-



















AD(m) −  tan
m˜2d
:
Here m˜e (m˜d) is an averaged scalar mass and AL;D are the trilinear soft SUSY breaking parameters
dened in (6).
Both contributions are proportional to the fermion mass product mf(n)mf(m) which can be traced
back to chiral structure of the Rp= MSSM interactions. Indeed one factor mf(n) originates from the
fact that neutrinos have only left-handed component and, therefore, the vertices of diagrams in Fig.
1 contain projection operators PL = (1 − γ5)=2 which peak up from the internal fermion propagator
the fermion mass PL(mf + kγ
)PL = mfPL. Another factor mf(m) comes from the left-right sfermion
mixing f˜L{f˜R which is proportional to the corresponding fermion mass.
Assuming no strong hierarchy among the AL(m), AD(m) and ijk, 
0
ijk the contributions with m;n = 3




m2 (A −  tan)
m˜2











m2b (Ab −  tan)
m˜2b






whereMSUSY is a typical SUSY breaking mass scale. Note that the neutrino mass matrix (41) generically
leads to the three dierent non-zero neutrino mass eigenvalues m1 6= m2 6= m3 6= 0.
2.3.2 Charged fermion mass matrix
The mass term of the charged fermion sector has the following form
L()mass = −Ψ0T(−)MΨ0(+) − H.c. (44)














L; −i+; ~H+2 ): (46)

































where M (l) is the charged lepton mass matrix. In a good approximation it can be treated as a diagonal
matrix M (l) = diagfm(l)i g with m(l)i being the physical lepton masses. Also, one can safely neglect
matrix E 0 compared to the other entries of the full mass matrix (47) taking into account smallness of
the lepton masses.






casts the mass matrix (47) to a diagonal form(
−







are the physical charged lepton and chargino masses.
To leading order in the small expansion parameters L and R dened below, an approximate form





















































− g2 sin cosWMZ
 detM±
i; (54)








This matrix is much smaller than L by the factor ml=MSUSY, where ml and MSUSY are the lepton
masses and the typical SUSY breaking scale MSUSY 100 GeV. Thus the mixing between (e+L ; +L ; +L )
and (−i+; ~H+2 ) described by the o diagonal blocks of the + in (53) is small and, therefore, can
be neglected in the phenomenological analysis. In eqs. (52) and (53) the determinant of the MSSM
chargino mass matrix is
detM± = M2− sin 2M2W : (56)






(l)V yR = diagfmlig:
To the leading order in L;R the eigenvalues m
±i
and mli can be treated as masses of the physical
charginos and the charged leptons respectively.
2.4 Some issues of the choice of the field basis
Before going to the phenomenological implications of the Rp= MSSM it is instructive to survey some
general properties of the trilinear and bilinear Rp= terms in its Lagrangian. Mixing of the elds in the
gauge basis caused by non-diagonality of the mass matrices and by the presence of the bilinear terms
brings in specic aspects into phenomenology of the Rp= MSSM and requires special care of the eld
basis denition. These questions are rather widely discussed in the literature. In the subsequent two
subsections we just briefly survey some issues of the choice of the basis for the elds.
2.4.1 Trilinear terms
Let us rst write down the Lagrangian corresponding to the trilinear part of the Rp= superpotential WRp=
in gauge (current) eigenstate basis:
LR=p = fijgk
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The subscripts , , γ stand for the colour.





derived utilizing the so-called single coupling hypothesis. It assumes that a single coupling constant
dominates over all the others, so that essentially only the considered coupling constant contributes
[22, 23]. This simplifying approach requires special attention to the choice of the basis for the quark
elds. Of course, the physics is basis independent. The point is that the single coupling hypothesis
makes the constraints derived on 0 basis dependent. An important variant of the single coupling
hypothesis is dened at the level of the gauge basis of the quark elds rather than at the level of the
mass eigenstate elds. This appears as a more natural assumption in models where the hierarchies in
the trilinear couplings originate from physics at higher energy scales. In that case, even if there were
only one particular nonzero 0-coupling, quark mixing would generate a plethora of such couplings,
related to one another. In what follows we do not conne ourselves to this particular situation, but
rather consider the most general lepton number violating Rp= sector.
Note also the following subtlety of the eld rotation. Since the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix
VCKM is dierent from identity, the SU(2)L symmetry of the 
0 terms is no longer manifest itself when
expressed in terms of the mass eigenstates.
Let us rewrite the 0-part of the superpotential WRp= (4) in the quark mass basis. It can be realized
in various ways. The most common representations of WRp= in the mass basis are the following two:
W (0) = 0ijk(id
0
j − eiu0j)(d0k)c = 
′A
ijk(iVjndn − eiuj)dck = 
′B
ijk(idj − eiVjnun)dck; (61)



















The matrix rotating the quark elds to the mass basis are dened as:
uL;R = V
u
L;R  u0L;R; dL;R = V dL;R  d0L;R (63)
and V  VCKM = V uL V dyL is the quarks unitary CKM matrix.




ijk, allow for the presence of flavour
changing contributions in the d-quark or u-quark sectors respectively, even when a single Rp= coupling
constant is assumed to dominate [24]. In eqs. (61) we neglected the eects of possible non-alignment of
fermion and sfermion mass matrices since such non-alignment is already severely constrained [25, 26].
















Having in mind that there is no physical preferences in the eld basis, it is instructive to look for
basis independent quantities characterizing the strength of R-parity violation. The two sets of mass
basis coupling constants, 










A classication of all possible invariant products of the Rp= {coupling constants has been examined in [27].
Assuming that the linear transformation matrices, V q;lL;R, were known, and that one is given a bound on
some interaction operator, then by applying the single coupling hypothesis to the current basis coupling
constants, one could derive a string of bounds associated to the operators which mix with it by the elds
transformations from the gauge to the mass basis. For example, assuming (V uL )1i = (V
u
R )1i = (1; ; 
0),










The bilinear terms, iLiH2 in (4), violate both R-parity and Li numbers. The physical eects of these
interactions are parameterized by 6 parameters, i, and the sneutrinos VEVs !i. There are two distinct
realization of R-parity violation: spontaneous when i = 0, !i 6= 0 and explicit when i 6= 0, !i = 0 or
i 6= 0, !i 6= 0. Viable models of the explicit and spontaneous R-parity violation have been constructed
in the literature. A phenomenologically viable version of spontaneous R-parity violation can be realized
in models with the gauge singlet right-handed neutrinos. In this case R-parity and lepton numbers
are broken by a right-handed sneutrino VEV, h~Ri 6= 0. A gauge singlet Goldstone boson, the so-
called majoron, which originates from the broken global U(1)L symmetry of the total lepton number, L,
decouples from the gauge interactions and, therefore, its presence does not aect existing experimental
constraints [11, 12, 22, 29].
The bilinear terms iLiH2 are particularly interesting due to the fact that they can cause a mixing
between charginos and charged leptons as well as between neutralinos and neutrinos. This gives rise to
new observable eects compared to the case when only Rp= Yukawa interactions are taken into account.
One of these distinctive eects is that, the lightest neutralino can decay invisibly into three neutrinos,
which is not possible if only the Rp= Yukawa terms in WRp= (4) are present. Implications of the bilinear
Rp= terms in the scalar sector of the theory are also rather peculiar and have been investigated recently in
the literature [8]. The signicance of such bilinear R-violating interactions is supported by the following
observations. Although it possible to rotate away the iLiH2-terms in the superpotential WRp= by the
redenition of the lepton and Higgs superelds, as discussed below, they creep into the phenomenology
via the scalar potential V softRp= (6). Another point is that even if one may rotate away these terms at
one energy scale, they reappear at another scale due to the renormalization eects [30]. Moreover,
the - and 0-terms themselves generate the bilinear terms at the one-loop level [31]. It has been also
argued that if R-parity violation is derived from the GUTs then the trilinear interactions in WRp= are
naturally rather small like O(10−3) [4]. Whereas, the superrenormalizable bilinear terms iLiH2 are
not suppressed.
Now, let us survey some general features of the bilinear Rp= terms.
In the limit of vanishing superpotential, the minimal supersymmetric standard model possesses











where U is an unitary matrix in SU(4). The symmetry group SU(4) reduces to SU(3) by switching on
the bilinear R-parity odd superpotential term iLiH2 and is completely broken down by switching on
















so as to rotate away the lepton{Higgs-boson mixing terms, leaving behind the Higgs boson mixing










For non-vanishing three-vector of VEVs, !i, the remnant SU(3) symmetry is spontaneously broken down
to SU(2). This induces bilinear mass terms which mix neutrinos with neutralinos and charged leptons
with charginos. Combining these terms with the lepton{higgsino iLi
~H1 mixing from the superpotential
(4) we end up with 77 neutral fermion and 55 charged fermion mass matrices as explained in sect.
2.3. Rotating the MSSM Lagrangian to the mass eigenstate basis one obtains the new lepton number
and lepton flavor violating interactions. These interactions bring many interesting implications for the
low and high energy phenomenology. In sect. 5 we consider the eect of these Rp= -operators in the
neutrinoless double beta decay and muon{electron conversion.
2.5 R-parity and other discrete symmetries
Lepton and baryon number violating terms in the superpotential WRp= (4) and in the soft SUSY breaking
scalar potential VRp= (6) may lead to unacceptably fast proton decay. It may happen via products of the
lepton and baryon number violating couplings like 000, 00 and 00i as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) and
Fig. 5. In order to obey the experimental limits on the proton lifetime these coupling combinations

































































Fig. 2. Various R-parity violating processes.
by imposing a certain symmetry. Farrar and Fayet [3] proposed in 1978 a discrete Z2 symmetry, known
as R-parity, acting on the superpotential and soft SUSY breaking terms as
R^ WRp = WRp; R^ WRp= = −WRp= ; (69)
R^  VRp = VRp; R^  VRp= = −VRp= :
The multiplicative quantum number
Rp = (−1)3B+L+2S (70)
is assigned to each MSSM eld with the spin S, baryon B and lepton L numbers. According to this
denition, the Rp of the ordinary SM eld is +1 and Rp of the superpartners is −1.
Being imposed on the MSSM as an ad hoc symmetry it forbids R-parity violating interactions and
automatically guarantees the B and L conservation at the level of renormalizable operators. Late on
we will see that it is not the case for the non-renormalizable operators.
The R-parity is not a unique solution of the proton stability problem in the MSSM. An alternative







i ) ! −(Li; ECi ; Qi; UCi ; DCi ); (H2; H1) ! (H2; H1): (71)
R-parity and matter parity conservation forbid all the terms WRp= ; VRp= and thus protect the proton from
decay. Recall that the proton decay happens if both lepton and baryon violating couplings are present.
Thus, in place of Rp one may choose a less restrictive discrete symmetry which forbids either B- or






i ) ! −(Qi; UCi ; DCi ); (Li; ECi ; H2; H1) ! (Li; ECi ; H2; H1): (72)




k of the L= type.






k of the B= type are allowed, the proton is also
stable provided that it is lighter than the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). This possibility can
be realized by introducing L-parity dened as
(Li; E
C
i ) ! −(Li; ECi ); (Qi; UCi ; DCi ; H1; H2) ! (Qi; UCi ; DCi ; H1; H2): (73)
This symmetry does not prevent the proton decay, if the proton mass is mp  m +m where m and
m are the lightest neutralino and the pion masses. In this case the decay p! ++ becomes possible.
In the literature one can nd other examples of discrete symmetries which stabilize the proton (see,
for instance, [32]).
2.6 Theoretical reasons for R-parity (non-)conservation
We start our discussion of motivations for the R-parity (non-)conservation with the following note. The
ad hoc R-parity symmetry imposed on a theory is not sucient for suppressing all the dangerous B and
L violating interactions. It successfully excludes these interactions only at the level of renormalizable
operators. Treating the MSSM as an eective theory, which represents the low-energy limit of a more
fundamental theory acting at the high-energy scale MX , one must take care of all possible gauge
































It is readily seen that the rst three operators respect R-parity but violate B and L.
As was already mentioned, the discrete symmetries discussed in the previous section have no deep
theoretical motivation other than to ensure stability of the proton. All those symmetries have no a
priori preference from this stand point. The question of which of these symmetries, if any, are realized
in the Nature should be addressed to a more fundamental theory at the high-energy scale MX . Let us
shortly discuss several concrete examples.
2.6.1 Grand Unified Theories (GUT)
In the GUT framework quarks and leptons typically belong to the same multiplets and, therefore, have
the same quantum numbers. On the contrary, the discrete symmetries of Rp= {type like L- or B-parities
typically distinguish quarks and leptons. This fact causes certain problems for reconciling the GUT
structure with the discrete symmetries of the discussed class. The GUT models leading at low energies
to Rp= have been constructed in the literature [4], [33]{[38].
The R-parity violation is typically derived in this framework from the non-renormalizable operators
involving Higgs elds at the GUT scale MX . These operators become renormalizable Rp= {operators
after the GUT symmetry breaking. The models of this type have been constructed for the gauge groups
SU(5) [4, 34], SO(10) [34] and SU(5)U(1) [33, 34]. These models by construction create at low energies
Rp= operators either of L=-type LLE
C , LQDC , or of B=-type UCDCDC . Therefore, the proton is stable
since the lepton and baryon number violating couplings are not simultaneously present.
However, in this approach one must introduce certain additional symmetry beyond the GUT gauge
group in order to ensure that only the required set of non-renormalizable operators are allowed. This is
equally true for both Rp-conservation and Rp= . Thus in grand unied models we do not nd a preference
for either Rp-conservation or Rp= .
2.6.2 String theory
The unication can be achieved in string models not only on the basis of a simple gauge group unlike
in the GUT models. This fact allows one to arrange distinct quantum numbers for quark and lepton
superelds. Therefore, the discrete symmetries like B- or L-parities can be naturally realized in this
approach. R-parity can be also accommodated in this framework. In the literature both Rp-conserving
and Rp= string theories have been constructed [39]. At present, string theories do not make reasonable
preference for either of these two possibilities.
2.6.3 Discrete gauge symmetries
In case a discrete symmetry is a remnant of a broken gauge symmetry it is called a discrete gauge
symmetry. It has been argued that quantum gravity eects maximally violate all discrete symmetries
unless they are discrete gauge symmetries [40]. The condition that the underlying gauge symmetry
is anomaly-free can be translated into conditions on the discrete symmetry. A systematic analysis
of all ZN symmetries [41] has been performed. It was found that only two symmetries were discrete
gauge anomaly-free: Rp and B-parity (72). B-parity was slightly favoured since in addition it prohibits
dimension-5 proton-decay operators. It has since been shown [42] that the non-linear constraints in [41]
are model dependent and thus possibly allowing a larger set of discrete symmetries. Several examples
of the gauged models with Rp= have been constructed in the literature [5, 43]
Summarizing the discussion of possible theoretical motivations for the R-parity we conclude that at
present there is no convincing preference between the SUSY models with or without R-parity conser-
vation. Thus, searching for the SUSY we have to pay equal attention to both options of SUSY models
which have rather dierent phenomenology. In the next sections we are addressing the question of what
window for the Rp= is allowed by the existing experimental data.
2.7 R-parity violation: main changes in SUSY phenomenology
Changes introduced by the R-parity violation to the SUSY phenomenology are caused by the presence
of lepton and baryon number violating operators in the Rp= SUSY Lagrangian. They lead to the following
generic features the Rp= SUSY phenomenology:
 Baryon- and/or lepton-number violating processes become possible. The proton decay triggered
by the subprocess in Fig. 2(a) as well as some exotic processes such as − ! e− +  + e in
Fig. 2(b) are a priori not forbidden.
 Neutrinos acquire Majorana type masses from mixing with gauginos and higgsinos as well as from
the 1-loop corrections (Fig. 1).
 The LSP is not stable and can decay in a detector or outside according to the diagrams in
Fig. 2(c,d). The invisible decay mode in Fig. 2(d) involves ~-vertex generated by the bilinear
term.
Being unstable the LSP is no longer a good dark matter candidate.
 The neutralino is not necessarily the LSP. The latter can be any of the following
LSP 2 f01; 1 ; ~g; ~q; ~t; ~‘; ~g: (75)
In each case the collider phenomenology can be quite distinct.
 The single production of supersymmetric particles is possible. Examples of the corresponding
subprocesses are given in Fig. 2(e-i).
In the rest of the paper we will focus on the phenomenological implications of the R-parity violation
for the low-energy processes mainly those which are observed or might be observed in non-accelerator
experiments. We do not exclude from our consideration accelerator searches but touch this subject
only supercially referring readers for more comprehensive discussion to recently appeared reviews, for
instance [16, 44].
3 Lepton properties and decays
In this section we turn to the leptonic sector of the Rp= MSSM where we nd distinct eects which allow
one to derive from their non-observation very stringent constraints on the R-parity violation. One of
the most prominent consequence of the R-parity violation is an appearance of small non-zero Majorana
neutrino mass. Various lepton number violating processes represent an inherent feature of R-parity
non-conservation as well. The most precise low-energy measurements in leptonic physics are the lepton
flavor-violating decays such as ! eγ, ! eee, the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon a, and
the EDM of the electron. They are very sensitive probes of physics beyond the SM in general and the
R-parity violating SUSY extensions of the SM in particular.
3.1 Neutrino masses and mixings in presence of R-parity violation
The problem of neutrino masses and mixings has been in focus of particle physics since 60’s when the
idea of neutrino oscillations was formulated [45]. Despite heavy experimental eorts the neutrino masses
have not yet been unambiguously detected. Only recently the atmospheric neutrino experiment Super-
Kamiokande [46] derived the rst indication of neutrino oscillations. If true, it would mean presence of
non-zero neutrino masses and non-trivial mixing. We will return to this question in the next subsection.
What is rmly established at present is the following set of upper limits [21]:
me  4:5 eV; mµ  160 keV; mτ  23 MeV (76)
derived from the direct experimental searches. These limits can place certain constraints on the Rp= SUSY
parameters.
As discussed in sect. 2.3.1 in the Rp= SUSY framework the neutrino Majorana mass matrix M

receives the contribution from the bilinear Rp= terms at tree level via the neutrino{gaugino{higgsino
mixing and from the trilinear Rp= couplings at 1-loop level via the lepton{slepton and quark{squark
neutrino self-energy loops. Thus, one obtains for neutrino masses
mτ  mtree ; me  1−loope ; mµ  1−loop : (77)
Here mtree is the tree-level contribution given by (37). The 1-loop contributions 
1−loop
e; can be derived
from eqs. (41){(43). Assuming no cancellation between dierent terms in r.h.s. of (77) one obtains from
the experimental bounds
i
< 15 R1=2 GeV; h~ii < 7  R1=2 GeV; (78)
133
< 3  10−3  R1=2; 0133 < 7  10−4  R1=2; 0122 < 2  10−2  R1=2;
where R = MSUSY=(100 GeV) with MSUSY being the typical SUSY breaking scale. Of course, these
bounds are only indicative and may essentially vary from point to point in the MSSM parameter space.
3.2 Solar and atmospheric neutrinos constraints on Rp= SUSY
Now, let us turn to neutrino oscillations in vacuum. The survival probability for a given neutrino flavor
 is described by the formula [47]









where E and L are the energy of a neutrino beam and the distance between a detector and a neutrino
source. We also use the notations: m2ji = m
2
j
−m2i and Pj =
∣∣∣V ()j ∣∣∣2. The neutrino mixing matrix
V
()
j in the Rp= MSSM is dened according to eq. (38).
From the combined t to the Super-Kamiokande [46] and the CHOOZ [48] data the following
constraints at 95% C.L. were recently found in [49]:
0:5  m2atm=(10−3 eV2)  10:0 ; (80)
0:00  Pe3  0:08 ; (81)
0:25  P3  0:75 ; (82)
0:25  P3  0:75: (83)
The analysis of [49] was made under the assumption jm2atmj >> jm2solj, with m2atm = m232  m231
and m2sol = m
2
21. This covers a particular case of the Rp= MSSM neutrino mass spectrum in eq. (36)


















2 −m21 since m1,2 are zero at the tree level.





It is useful to introduce the eective SUSY parameters [50]
A  2  FMSSM = P3
√
m2atm : (86)
An advantage of these parameters for the analysis follows from the fact that they depend on the Rp=
parameters h~i,  from only one generation  unlike parameters P3, m2atm, depending on the Rp=
parameters from dierent generations.
Equations (80){(83) cast the constraints on the eective parameters A [50]:
0  Ae  8  10−3 eV; 5:6  10−3 eV  A;  7:5  10−2 eV: (87)
This constraint represents a complex exclusion condition imposed by the neutrino oscillation data on
the Rp= MSSM parameter space.
It is instructive to obtain typical individual constraints on the superpotential parameters  and on
the sneutrino vacuum expectation values h~i. These constraints can be derived from (87) at typical
weak scale values of the MSSM parameters M1;2    MSUSY. Here MSUSY is a characteristic SUSY
breaking mass scale varying most likely in the interval 100 GeV < MSUSY < 1 TeV motivated by non-
observation of the SUSY particles and by the "naturalness" arguments. Following common practice,
one can also assume absence of a signicant cancellation between the two terms in denition of  given





































j0:8 x−2 sin 2 − 1j and x = (MSUSY=100 GeV), t = tan. At x  2 the function f very
weakly depends on x and sin 2 and with acceptable precision can be replaced with the constant f  1.
Equations (88) and (89) allow one to determine the typical limits on h~i;  at various values of the
tan and the SUSY breaking mass scale MSUSY.
It is interesting to note that in the Rp= MSSM the generation average Majorana neutrino mass is













Thus, it is expressed in terms of the neutrino oscillation parameters.
As is known the parameter hmi plays a clue role in the phenomenology of the 0-decay. It
determines the classical Majorana neutrino exchange contribution to the 0-decay half-life as [51]
[T 01=2 (0





Here G01 and M are the phase space factor and the nuclear matrix element. For 0-decay of 73Ge
one has G01 = 7:9310−15 years−1 [52] andM = −3:4 [53]. The contribution (91) represents a dominant
eect of the bilinear R-parity violation in 0-decay [53]. From the best experimental limit on 0-
decay half-life of 76Ge [54] T 01=2 (0
+ ! 0+)  1:11025 years (90% C.L.) one obtains hmi  0:50 eV.
The corresponding limit from the Super-Kamiokande and CHOOZ constraints (80){(83) is signicantly
more stringent [50]
hmi  0:80  10−2 eV: (92)
Thus we conclude that at present the neutrino oscillation experiments are more sensitive to the bilinear
R-parity violation than the 0-decay experiments. This conclusion holds for the whole parameter
space of the MSSM since both type of the experiments place constraints on the same eective parameter
Ae which absorbs the dependence on the MSSM parameters. To be comparable in sensitivity to this
parameter with the present neutrino oscillation experiments the 0-experiments have to reach the
half-life lower limit T 01=2
> 1029 years: This is unrealistic for the running experiments and might only
be possible for recently proposed large scale germanium detector [55].
We will return back to R-parity violation in the neutrinoless double beta decay latter in sect. 4.
3.3 Electric dipole moment
The electric dipole moment (EDM) of the leptons and the neutron are stringently restricted experimen-
tally [21]
de = (3 8) 10−27e cm; d = (3:7 3:4) 10−19e cm; d < (3:7 3:4) 10−17e cm; (93)
for the leptons, and for the neutron
dn < 1:1 10−25e cm: (94)
The electric dipole moment of an elementary fermion with mass m is dened through its electromagnetic
form factor F3(q
2) (q = p0 − p) found from the matrix element






2 − 2mγ5q) + F3(q2)γ5q=2m: (96)
The EDM of the fermion eld f is then given by
df = −F3(0)=2m; (97)







Since a non-vanishing df in the SM results in fermion chirality flip, it requires both CP violation and
SU(2)L symmetry breaking. Even if one allows for CP violation in the leptonic sector of the SM, the
lepton EDM’s vanish to one-loop level due to the cancellation of all the CP-violating phases. Two-loop
calculations for the electron [56] and for quarks [57] also yield a zero EDM. In the MSSM, however, there
are more sources of CP violation than in the SM. In addition to the usual Kobayashi-Maskawa phase 
from the quark mixing matrix, there are phases arising from complex parameters in the superpotential
and in the soft supersymmetry breaking terms. The phases of particular interest are those coming from
the so-called A-terms, Au;d = jAu;dj exp(iAu;d) [58]. The CP-violating eects arise from the squark
mass matrix which has the following form:

















and similarly for L
d˜
, where the mass parameters jAuj, L and R are expected to be of the order of the








iAu)(cos u˜2 − sin u˜1); (100)
where the mixing angle  is given by tan 2 = 2jAujmu=(2L − 2R); and the physical masses, M1;2,








u  [(2L − 2R)2 + 4m2ujAuj2]1=2: (101)
The lepton EDM’s at one-loop order are generated by the interactions in Fig. 3 (with similar Feynman
diagrams for the muon and the tau) and resemble those in the MSSM with charginos or neutralinos in
the loop.
The contributions to the lepton EDM’s are then given by [59]





































j sin  cos  sin(A
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)f4(xuj ); (102)
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Fig. 3. Graphs contributing to the charged lepton e(i) = (e; ; ) electric dipole moment.
where xu;d = (mu;d=mf˜)
2, with ~f being scalar quark in the loop, and the loop integrals are expressed in

















Unfortunately estimating de, d, and d numerically is not completely straightforward since no model-
independent experimental information is available on squark masses and mixing angles. However order
of magnitude estimates are possible under certain assumptions.
One can assume, without great loss of generality, that cos  = sin  = 1=
p
2 and Au = Ad
and
jAuj ;dk j  mf˜ = O(MW ). Then one gets the formula:















4f3(xuj ) + 2f4(xuj )
]
+muj [2f3(xdk) + 4f4(xdk)]
}
 10−18 e cm;




sin(A). Using this simplied formula, the limits
on the individual ~0ijk parameters from the electron (~
0
1jk), muon (
~02jk) EDM’s were derived in [59] and
are given in Table 2. Unfortunately it is not possible to extract limits directly on the 0ijk parameters
since the phase factor sin(A) is unknown.




mf˜ = 100 GeV mf˜ = 1 TeV mf˜ = 100 GeV mf˜ = 1 TeV
j~0111j2 3 10−9 2:4 10−7 j~0211j2 3 10−1 24
j~0112j2 5 10−10 3 10−8 j~0212j2 5 10−2 3
j~0113j2 9 10−11 4 10−9 j~0213j2 9 10−3 4 10−1
j~0121j2 7:5 10−11 4:3 10−9 j~0221j2 7:5 10−3 4:3 10−1
j~0122j2 6:6 10−11 4 10−9 j~0222j2 6:6 10−3 4 10−1
j~0123j2 4 10−11 2 10−9 j~0223j2 4 10−3 2 10−1
j~0131j2 2:6 10−12 2:4 10−11 j~0231j2 2:6 10−4 2:4 10−3
j~0132j2 2:6 10−12 2:4 10−11 j~0232j2 2:6 10−4 2:4 10−3
j~0133j2 2:5 10−12 2:3 10−11 j~0233j2 2:5 10−4 2:3 10−3
The strongest limits appear to be the ones on ~1j3 because of eects of O(mt).
We shall now briefly comment on possible restrictions coming from the anomalous magnetic moment
of the muon, a. Its experimental value is a
exp
 = 1165922(9) 10−9 and its measured deviation from
the SM prediction lies within a range of −2  10−8  aexp  2:6 10−8. The one-loop contributions
to the muon magnetic moment also come from Feynman diagrams similar to those in Fig. 3 and are
given by a = F2(0)=e, where F2(0) is the static limit of the electromagnetic form factor dened in (96).
Unfortunately, the restrictions that a would place on the R-parity violating couplings  and 
0 are
extremely weak compared to those coming from the EDM’s. The EDM of the electron is expected to be
known to about ve orders of magnitude more accurately than its anomalous magnetic moment within a
few years. Indeed the precise measurements of the electron (g−2) factor yield [(g−2)=2] = 110−11,
which corresponds to (F2(0)=2me) = 2  10−22e cm. The same is true for the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon [60].
In addition, for the calculation of the form factor F2(q
2) for the electron (muon) the helicity flip
occurs on the external fermion line, giving rise to an amplitude proportional to the electron (muon)
mass. These two factors combined, give weaker bounds on the R-parity violating Yukawa couplings than
previously found, despite the fact that the anomalous magnetic moment does not require CP violation.
3.4 Charged current and e–– universality
Universality of the lepton and quark couplings to the W -boson is violated in the presence of the Rp=
couplings. Thus one can extract limits on certain Rp= couplings , 
0 from the present constraints on
deviations from the charged current (CC) and the e{{ universality. In fact, the eective 4-fermion











These interactions violate the universality of the CC-interactions of quarks and leptons. Here we used
the gauge basis for the quark elds in order to contact the results derived in the literature.
From the ratio of the semileptonic quark decay u ! dec to the muon decay  ! ece one can
relate the experimental value of V expud measured in the CC processes to V
SM
ud by
jV expud j2 ’ jV SMud j2










Assuming the presence of only one Rp= coupling at a time, one obtains [23, 13] for a common m˜ = 100
GeV and for each k
12k  0:05 (1); 011k  0:02 (2): (106)
Similarly for the pion leptonic decay ratio one obtains:
R 
Γ( ! e)
Γ( ! ) = R
SM
















A comparison with experimental result for the ratio (0:991  0:018) yields [23], for a common mass
m˜ = 100 GeV and for each k, assuming only one coupling at a time:
011k  0:05; 021k  0:09; (1): (107)






















Using the experimental value R=R
SM











; k = 1; 2; 3: (109)
Note that in the mass basis for the quark elds the constraints (106) and (107) produce a bulk of
constraints on the 0 couplings dened in eq. (62).
3.5 Muon decay
The muon decay and the inverse muon decay at low energy [61] can be parameterized in terms of







where γ = V; S; T denotes a vector, scalar, or tensor interaction, ;  denote the chirality of the electron
and muon, respectively, and the chiralities n and m of e and  are determined by γ; ; . In the
standard model, the (V{A) structure requires gVLL = 1 and others equal to zero. In the rest frame of





3(1− x) + 2
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where , ,  are functions of gγ;. The measurements of , ,  can constrain various combinations of g
γ
;.
In order to determine the amplitudes gγ; uniquely, it was introduced four probabilities Q(;  = L;R)




∣∣∣gS;∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣gV;∣∣∣2 + 3(1− ;) ∣∣∣gT;∣∣∣2 :
The QLL is constrained to be very close to unity, while others very close to zero. The relevant current
limits on gγ; are
jgSRRj < 0:066 ; jgVLLj > 0:96; (90% C:L:):
There are two possible diagrams contributing to the muon decay in R-parity violation SUSY. The rst
























Note that this contribution has a dierent helicity structure as the SM (V{A) amplitude and, therefore,




j131232j < 0:022 (90% C:L:): (110)



























The L2 has the same helicity structure as the SM (V{A) amplitude and, therefore, the (V{A) structure
cannot constrain j12kj2, but the total rate should be able to do so. This constraint, derived from the
CC-universality, we discussed in the previous section.
In the previous section it was also shown [23] that the e{{ universality is able to constrain 13k
and 23k to a very small values given in eq. (109). The danger of this limit can be seen from (108). When
j13kj  j23kj their contributions to R cancel and, therefore, the limits on ji3kj are no longer valid.
Physically, if the partial widths of the tau into muon and electron increased with the same amount, the
e{{ universality in the tau decay could not constrain the s.
As to the constraints from the muon decay (110) one can see that even in the scenario where
j131j  j232j relation (110) can constrain them eectively to be
j131j = j232j < 0:15 (90% C:L:):
Of course, when 131 is very dierent from 232 the limit from e{{ universality is more restrictive.
There will be future experiments on measuring the muon decay parameters with better sensitivity.
A planned experiment TRIUMF-E614 is scheduled to run and will have a sensitivity of , ,  down to
10−4. Such sensitivity on , ,  will be able to pin jgSRRj down to 10−2, which would then give the limit
on j131j = j232j:
j131j = j232j< 0:06: (111)
Although obtained from muon decay limit on j131232j < 0:022 (or j131j = j232j < 0:15) is not
as good as the previous limits j13kj; j23kj < 0:076 for m‘˜kR = 100 GeV at 90% C.L. obtained by the
e{{ universality in  decay, however, it is useful for the case when j131j  j232j, in which case the
e{{ universality is satised no matter how large the s are. It should be noted that the scenario of
several coexisting R-parity violating couplings is more complicated than the case previously examined
in the literature, and one should extract as much information as possible from the existing experiments.
3.6 Decay → eγ
The gauge invariant amplitude for the decay ! eγ is usually parameterized as
T (! eγ) = ue(p0)(A+ Bγ5)iqu(p); (112)
where p, p0 and q are the momenta of muon, electron and photon respectively,  is the photon polar-
ization vector and  =
i
2
[γ; γ ]. The amplitude is nonvanishing only when the muon and the electron
are of opposite helicities. The width of the decay can be evaluated using the amplitude and nally the
branching ratio from  lifetime,  = 192
2=(G2Fm
5
), with the result




(jAj2 + jBj2): (113)
Similarly one could study the decay of tau lepton to muon and photon or electron and photon. The
experimental limits for the lepton decays are given as [21]:
B(! eγ) < 4:9  10−11; B( ! γ) < 4:2  10−6; B( ! eγ) < 1:2  10−4: (114)
In the Rp= MSSM one has additional diagrams to those in the ordinary MSSM case. These Rp= diagrams
are displayed in Fig. 4.




Fig. 4. Graphs contributing to the ! eγ decay.
Calculation of the corresponding contribution in the form of eq. (112) is straightforward. With




















22 + 5− 1− 6
2
− 1 ln 
)
: (115)
There are two lepton number violating vertices in every contribution, characterized by 1;2 = ijk or
1;2 = 
0
ijk couplings. The functions A1 and A2 depend also on the charge of the particle attached to
the photon Q, the sfermion mass occurring in the loop mf˜ , and the ratio of the masses of fermion and
sfermion in the loop,  = m2f=m
2
f˜
. Proportionality to the mass of the muon, m, reflects the helicity
flip on the external muon line. The lack of a term proportional to the electron mass on the other hand
indicates that approximation of massless the external electron is used. The A1 function corresponds to
the situation where the photon line is attached to the fermion line and A2 to the situation where the
photon line is attached to the scalar. In all cases jAj = jBj.
With eqs. (115) one can extract from the experimental limits in (114) certain constraints on various
products of  and 0 couplings [63]. As always, it is possible only under certain assumptions which we
use here and which have already became conventional ones. The assumptions of one or several couplings
dominance explained in sect. 2.4.1 were used in deriving constraints shown in Table 3 [63, 64]. One has
to keep this point in mind considering this Table.
Table 3. Upper limits on products of ijk and 
0
ijk couplings from ! eγ for two dierent scalar masses
in the loop.
mf˜ = 100 GeV mf˜ = 1 TeV mf˜ = 100 GeV mf˜ = 1 TeV
j121 122j 1:0 10−4 1:0 10−2 j0211 0111j 2:7 10−4 2:7 10−2
j131 132j 1:0 10−4 1:0 10−2 j0212 0112j 2:7 10−4 2:7 10−2
j231 232j 1:0 10−4 1:0 10−2 j0213 0113j 2:7 10−4 2:7 10−2
j231 131j 2:0 10−4 2:0 10−2 j0221 0121j 2:7 10−4 2:7 10−2
j232 132j 2:0 10−4 2:0 10−2 j0222 0122j 2:7 10−4 2:7 10−2
j233 133j 2:0 10−4 2:0 10−2 j0223 0123j 2:7 10−4 2:7 10−2
j0231 0131j 46:7 10−4 3:5 10−2
j0232 0132j 46:7 10−4 3:5 10−2
j0233 0133j 60:0 10−4 3:5 10−2
For the lighter scalar mass spectrum, one sees from Table 3 that the last three limits are less strict
than the others. This is due to the top quark (mtop  175 GeV) in the loop, since then the value of
 is larger than one. Also the eect of the bottom quark is seen in some of the bounds, especially in
the last one, when both top- and bottom-quarks contribute to the result. When the scalar mass in the
loop is 1 TeV, one does not anymore see the eect of the bottom quark and also the eect due to the
top quark is much less conspicuous.
Certainly one could also study the limits from  ! γ or  ! eγ, but as it appears from (114)
these limits are rather weak [63].
3.7 Muonium–antimuonium conversion
The muonium is the leptonic hydrohen-like atom with the muon instead of the proton. The lepton
flavor violating interactions (L = −Le = −2) may convert it into the anti-muonium state:
M(+e−) ! M(−e+):
The diagrams describing the contributions to M{M conversion in the Rp= MSSM include the s- and
t-channel sneutrino exchange between the lepton lines. The relevant low-energy eective Lagrangian is
[65]











is the 3rd generation sneutrino mass. To simplify the sneutrino contributions, it was used
the antisymmetry of the couplings, ijk = −jik.
The Lagrangian (116) should be compared with the standard parameterization in the form
L(M ! M) = GMMp
2
(e)V−A (e)V+A + H:c: (117)
with the eective coupling G
MM
. Equation (116) is the same as eq. (117) after the Fierz transformation,











The muonium conversion probability depends on the external magnetic eld Bext in a nontrivial way.
This subject was recently addressed in detail by a few groups [66]. Their results are used in the following.
From the present upper limit on the transition probability for the external magnetic eld Bext = 1:6 kG,
Pexp(M !M) < 2:1 10−9 (90% C:L:);
one gets the following constraint on G
MM
< 9:6 10−3GF. This in turn implies that [65]






This constraint on the R-parity violating  couplings is in the same order with other constraints derived
from lepton-flavor violating  decays such as  ! 3l or ll′+l′− (with l; l′ = , or e).
3.8 Rare three-body leptonic decays of  and 
Rare three-body leptonic decays of  and  can be characterized [67] by the generic transition ea !
eb + ec + ed where a; b; c; d are generation indices. The reaction proceeds via exchange of a sneutrino ˜n
in the t-channel as well as in the u-channel. The eective Lagrangian takes the form
(100 GeV)2 Leff(ea ! eb + ec + ed) = Fabcd ebReaL ecLedR + Fdcba ebLeaR ecRedL (119)












Utilizing the known experimental upper limits on the relevant partial widths (Table 4), one has [67]
! 3e : jF1112j2 + jF2111j2 < 4:3 10−13;
 ! 3e : jF1113j2 + jF3111j2 < 3:1 10−5;
 ! 3 : jF2223j2 + jF3222j2 < 4:1 10−5;
− ! +e−e− : jF3112j2 + jF2113j2 < 3:3 10−5;
− ! e+−− : jF3221j2 + jF1223j2 < 3:8 10−5;
− ! e+e−− : jF1123j2 + jF3211j2 + jF1213j2 + jF3121j2 < 3:3 10−5;
− ! e−+− : jF3122j2 + jF2213j2 + jF3212j2 + jF2123j2 < 4:5 10−5:
Assuming that only one product  is non-zero at a time one derives limits listed in Table 4 [67].
Table 4. Upper bounds on the magnitudes of coupling products derived from flavour changing lepton
decays, under the assumption that only one product  is non-zero. For denition of nn see eq. (120).
Quantity Experimental Combinations constrained Upper bound
value (bound)
B(! 3e) < 10−12 121122n2; 131132n3; 231131n3 6:6 10−7
B( ! 3e) < 1:3 10−5 121123n2; 131133n3; 231121n2 5:6 10−3
B( ! ee) < 1:4 10−5 231112n2; 231133n3 5:7 10−3
B( ! ee) < 1:4 10−5 131121n1; 122123n2; 132133n3; 5:7 10−3
232121n2; 131233n3
B( ! e) < 1:6 10−5 131121n1; 132233n3 6:2 10−3
B( ! e) < 1:9 10−5 131122n1; 232133n3; 232122n2; 6:7 10−3
121123n1; 231233n3
B( ! 3) < 1:7 10−5 132122n1; 122123n1; 232233n3 6:4 10−3
3.9 Semileptonic  decays
In this section we consider lepton-family number violating tau decays into a vector V or a pseudoscalar
P meson and a lepton (k = 1; 2 corresponds to e and ),
 ! ek + 0; !;K;  (121)
 ! ek + 0; ;K0 (122)
The eective Lagrangian describing these processes are derived from the diagrams with the sneutrino ~















































The relevant matrix elements can be evaluated using the PCAC conditions,












and using CVC conditions,
h0(p; )juγu(0)j0i = mf = −h0(p; )jdγd(0)j0i;
h!0(p; )juγu(0)j0i = m!f! = h!0(p; )jdγd(0)j0i; (125)
h(p; )jsγs(0)j0i = mf;
hK(p; )jdγs(0)j0i = mK∗fK∗:
The pseudoscalar meson decay constants are f = 93 MeV, fK = 113 MeV, f = 153 MeV, f! = 138
MeV, f = 237 MeV, and fK∗ = 224 MeV.
The amplitude of the tau decay into a vector meson and a lepton (121) derived from the Lagrangian
(123) is





























The rate for the decay is given by









Table 5. Constraints from tau decay into a vector meson and a lepton  ! ek + V [65]. Here up 
(100 GeV=mu˜
Lp
)2 and dp  (100 GeV=md˜Rp)
2. Sum over m;n; p = 1; 2; 3 is to be understood.
Quantity Experimental bound Combinations constrained Constraint





1mpdp < 3:5 10−3
B( ! eK0) < 6:3 10−6 V ynpVpm′3n1′1m2up < 3:0 10−3





2mpdp < 4:2 10−3
B( ! K0) < 9:4 10−6 V ynpVpm′3n1′2m2up < 3:8 10−3
The limits on the Rp= parameters AV are given in Table 5 [65]. Note that the limits in this Table
are comparable to those from  ! 3e; 3; e+−, and so on in Table 4. However, these two classes
of tau decays constrain dierent combinations of  and 
′
from  ! 3e; e+−; or 3. Therefore, it
is worthwhile to consider  ! ek + V, in addition to  ! ek + γ and  ! ll′+l′−, as an independent
probe of lepton number violation beyond the SM. These decays are also easier to study experimentally
compared with another decays  ! ek+P (122) to be considered below, since one can tag the di-lepton
emerging from the decay of a vector meson V (except for K0 which decays mainly into K).
There are two contributions to tau decays into a pseudoscalar meson and a lepton (122): one from
the axial vector current of quarks, and the other from the pseudoscalar density of quarks. Using the





)γ(1− γ5)(k; s) ! l (−ml(1− γ5) +m (1 + γ5))  ’ ml(1 + γ5);
ignoring the nal lepton mass. The corresponding amplitude derived from the eective Lagrangian
(123):
M( ! ek + P) = ek(APLPL + APRPR);
leads to the following decay rate:




jAPL + APRj2 + jAPL − APRj2
]
; (127)
where P = (0; ;K) denotes the nal pseudoscalar meson. The nal lepton mass is ignored compared























































































































































































In numerical analysis, the following current quark masses were used: mu = 5 MeV, md = 10 MeV,
ms = 200 MeV. Comparing with the experimental upper limits on these SM-forbidden decays, one
gets the constraints shown in Table 6 [65]. For the superparticle masses of 100 GeV, the constraints
are all order of 10−2{10−3, which are in the similar range as the constraints obtained from the decay
 ! ek + V (Table 5).
Another important semileptonic tau decay is  !  +  . The contribution to this process is given







ucPL  dPRc : (128)
Table 6. Constraints from tau decay into a light pseudoscalar meson and a lepton  ! ek + P [65].
Here nn  (100 GeV=m˜Ln)2, up  (100 GeV=mu˜Lp)2, and dp  (100 GeV=md˜Rp)2. Sum over m;n; p is
to be understood.
Quantity Experimental bound Combinations constrained Constraint











1npdp < 6:6 10−2











2npdp < 3:7 10−2





1m2up < 4:0 10−1





2m2up < 3:6 10−1

















1npdp < 7:8 10−2

















2npdp < 8:2 10−2
We use the gauge basis for the quark elds to contact with the constraint derived in the literature [68].
Comparing the theoretical expression for the branching ratio of this process with its experimental value
[21]
B( !  + −) = 0:117 0:004
one derives the limit (with squark mass 100 GeV) [68]:
031k  0:16: (129)
4 Hadron properties and interactions
There are a plethora of processes with hadrons which are sensitive to the presence of new physics beyond
the SM. Despite hadronic structure in certain cases introduces essential uncertainty in the theoretical
predictions the limits on new physics derived from the high statistic experimental data are so stringent
that uncertainty within order of magnitude appears to be not crucial. The proton decay represents
a very good example of such a situation. Below we consider this and many other processes involved
nucleons and mesons which receive non-trivial contributions from the Rp= interactions.
4.1 Proton stability
Non-observation of the proton decay places very strong bounds on the simultaneous presence of both 0
and 00 couplings [37], [69]{[71]. The eective Lagrangian description of the elementary baryons decays
involves dimension-6 operators built with quarks and lepton elds. The Rp= interactions can induce B{L
conserving contributions to the two decay processes, p ! 0 + e+ and + + , through tree level d˜kR
squarks s-channel exchange. The corresponding tree-level diagrams are given in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 5.
Also at tree level, there can occur B+L conserving interactions, through the insertion of mass mixing
terms in the internal squark line in the diagrams Fig. 5. These terms couple the left and right chirality
+(   )ν
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Fig. 5. Contributions to the proton decay.
squarks. The insertion results in the suppression factor mq=mq˜, where mq and mq˜ are the quark and
its superpartner squark masses. These contribute to the chirality-flip, B = −L = 1, decay process,
p! + + . The decay widths can be estimated as























Given that (p ! e) > 1032 years, one obtains [72] for p ! 0 + e+; + +  and for p ! + + ,
respectively,













There are more complex mechanisms of the proton decay studied in the literature. They provide us
with new constraints on the Rp= parameters.
The vertex loop diagrams associated with the Higgs boson dressing of the vertex ~dud and the box
diagrams, having the same congurations of external lines as for tree-level diagrams, and propagating
charged and neutral Higgs bosons internal lines were considered in [32]. It was found that this mechanism
provides competitive bounds on the Rp= coupling constants: 
000 < 10−7 − 10−9. Stronger bounds,




−7; (no matching case) 02j2
00
131 < 10
−9 (matching case), where matching (no matching)
refers to the case in which the generation index of d or dc elds in 0 coincides (diers) from that of the dc
eld in 00. Another mechanism for the proton decay, involving a sequential tree level exchange of ~b; ~,











Contributions to the proton decay originating from the L-violating parameters l in the superpo-
tential (4) combined with the 00’s have been investigated in [73]. Here, the diagram at the tree level
produces a constraint, 00112l < 10
−21, for an exchanged scalar mass of 1 TeV. Here l = l=, with
 assumed to be of the order of 1 TeV. Constraints on the other 00ijkl-type combinations originate
from loop diagrams and hence are weaker. They are typically of the order of 10−10{10−14, always as-
suming the superparticle masses of the order of 1 TeV. Stringent constraints were also obtained on the
basis of the proton decay mechanism which involves the intermediate neutralino [74]. The constraints
corresponding to various proton decay channels are presented in Table 7.
4.2 Neutron–antineutron oscillations
The neutron{antineutron oscillations n ! n could occur in presence of the baryon number violating
interactions such as 00-ones in the Rp= MSSM superpotential (4). This B = 2 transition is described
Table 7. Decay modes for the proton and bounds derived on the couplings for all possible combinations
of the baryon violating and the lepton violating vertices. The bounds are on the products 00ijki′j′k′ .
All superpartner masses are assumed to be 1 TeV. The ranges in the last column indicate variation due
to dierent CKM projections.
00112 all other 
00
ijk
i′j′k′ Decay mode Bounds Decay mode Bounds
i0 6= j0 6= k0, k0 6= 3 p! K+e 10−16 p! +(K+)e 10−5{10−7
i0 6= j0 6= k0, k0 = 3 p! K+ + 3 10−14 p! +(K+) + 3 10−3{10−5
j0 = k0 = 1 (or i0 = k0 = 1) p! K+ 10−17 p! +(K+) 10−6{10−8
j0 = k0 = 2 (or i0 = k0 = 2) p! K+ 10−20 p! +(K+) 10−9{10−11
j0 = k0 = 3 (or i0 = k0 = 3) p! K+ 10−21 p! +(K+) 10−10{10−12
by the eective Lagrangian
L = m  ncn + H.c. (131)
having the form of the neutron Majorana mass term. The oscillation time for free neutrons is estimated
to be, −1oscill = Γ = 1=m. Recall that this is related to the nuclear lifetime against double nucleon decays
[75], NN ! X, denoted as, NN , by the relationship: NN = am2=mN , where a  10−2 is a nuclear
wave function factor and mN is the nucleon mass. The present experimental bound on the oscillation
time is, oscill > 1:2 10
8 s. This is to be compared with the bound deduced from, NN > 10
32 years,



























Fig. 6. Quark-level di-
agram triggering the n{n-
oscillation.
The quark-level diagram triggering the n{n-oscillation is given in Fig. 6 [71]. This leads to the
eective operator (ucd)( dcd)(ucd). The diagrams of this type with the internal squark ~q have the
suppression factor (mq=MW )
2 with mq being the mass of the partner quark mass. This factor originates
from the q˜L{q˜R-mixing involved in the diagram in Fig. 6. Therefore a meaningful bound can be derived
from n{n oscillation only for the coupling [71]: 00132 < 10
−3.
4.3 Double nucleon decay processes
Strong bounds on 00121 can be derived from non-observation of double nucleon decay processes which
violate the baryon number and the strangeness so that B = S = −2. The process of this type
[71] 16O !14 C + K+ + K+ +    would have been seen in water Cerenkov detectors. The diagram
contributing to this process at the quark level is shown in Fig. 7.
This processes is described by the eective dimension-9 six-fermion operators, O = uRdRdRuRsRsR.
From the experimental bound, NN > 10
30−33 years, one deduces the bounds [71]:
00121 < 10







Here ~ is the eective nuclear structure parameter. The actual value of R can be in the interval,





































Fig. 7. Quark-level diagram contributing
to double nucleon decay process.
4.4 Meson decays into two charged leptons
Let us consider the decays of a neutral meson M into two charged leptons M! eiej . We focus on K0,
0 and B0q meson decays with q = d; s for the letter case. In the Rp= MSSM these processes are described




























Fig. 8. Tree-level diagrams contributing to neutral meson decay into two charged leptons.
The corresponding low-energy eective Lagrangian in the quark mass basis can be readily derived
































where diagonality of the soft mass term matrices is assumed and summation over repeating indexes is
implied. With the PCAC (partial conservation of axial-vector current) relations




the decay rate of the processes M! e−i e+j reads






1 + (2Mi − 2Mj)2 − 2(2Mi + 2Mj) (135)

{




Mj)− (2Mi − 2Mj)2
]
+ 4hMRe(Apqij Bpqij )MiMj + 2hMMjRe(Apqij Cpqij )(1 + 2Mi − 2Mj)
+ 2hMMiRe(Bpqij Cpqij )(1 + 2Mj − 2Mi)
}
;
where Mi  mei=MM, hM = MM=(mp + mq). We assume the universal soft mass m˜. In (135) MM
and fM are the mass and the usual leptonic decay constant of the M meson. The constants Apqij , Bpqij ,






























Note that Apqij 6= Apqji , etc.
Using the experimental values on the branching ratios of the B0, K0-meson decays into two charged
leptons [21, 78] from Table 8 and 9 together with eq. (135) one can obtain the limits [76]{[82] on the
coecients Apqij , Bpqij , and Cpqij .
In the calculations one can safely neglect the SM contributions to the processes under considerations.
This is because in the SM, the processes which have dierent lepton species as decay products are
forbidden due to the conservation of each lepton flavor. On the other hand, the processes with the same
lepton species are highly suppressed [83] because they can be realized in the SM only at the loop level
and contain small CKM factors.
The rare meson decays lead to host of bounds on combinations of Rp= couplings like those in (136).
Since particular products of 0 or 00 do occur more than once in denitions of various meson decay
rates, it is instructive to see what the bounds would be if only one product were non-zero [67, 79].
Under this assumption in Table 8 and 9 the constraints are given for the products relevant to K and
B-decays.
The eective Lagrangian (133) also contributes to the decays 0 ! e+e− and  ! l+l− as well as
the lepton flavor violating decay 0 ! e. In these decays, the (pseudo)scalar  (pseudo)scalar
couplings give the largest contributions because they are enhanced by a factor of m2=md as seen from
(134). So we ignore the contributions from last two terms in (133) with the (V{A) quark currents. In
this approximation, the decay rate for this process is [65]
Γ(0 ! e) = m
16
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For the decays 0 ! e, there is a tight upper bound on the branching ratio, 1:72  10−8. This











For the lepton number conserving decay 0 ! e+e−, the branching ratio is known to be
B(0 ! e+e−) = (7:5 2:0) 10−8; (137)
which is dominated by the so-called unitarity bound coming from 0 ! γγ ! e+e−. This unitarity
bound is calculable, and known to be [84]:
Γunit(
0 ! e+e−)











= 4:75 10−8; (138)
with e =
√
1− 4m2e=m20 . Extracting this unitary bound from the experimental branching ratio and
assuming no large contributions from the dispersive part of the two-photon contributions (ReAγγ) or
large cancellation between ReAγγ and the Rp= contributions, we can put the (90 % C.L.) limit on the










)∣∣∣∣∣ < 0:15: (139)
Table 8. Upper bounds on the magnitudes of coupling products derived from rare K decays, under the
assumption that only one such product is nonzero [67]. In the entry marked with (?), it was assumed
that the CKM matrix elements obey the property V12 = −V21.































































Table 9. Upper bounds on the magnitudes of products of couplings derived from B0 decays into two
charged leptons [80].
Quantity Experimental Combinations Constrained Upper bound
value (bound)
B(Bd ! e+e−) < 5:9 10−6 1210213, 1210231, 1310313, 1310331 4.610−5








































B(Bd ! +−) < 1:6 10−6 1220113, 1220131, 2320313, 2320331 2.410−5
B(Bs ! +−) < 8:4 10−6 1220123, 1220132, 2320323, 2320332 5.510−5
4.5 Semileptonic decays of mesons
Let us consider semileptonic decays of K, D and B mesons which provide us with various rather
stringent constraints on the Rp= parameters.
Recently there was reported [85] an evidence of the decay K+ ! + with the branching ratio
B(K+ ! +) = 4:2+9:7−3:5  10−10: (140)
In the SM this process can be realized only at the loop level and, therefore, is suppressed. The SM
contribution [86] is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the experimental 1 upper limit
(1:4 10−9).
The Rp= MSSM allows the tree-level contributions to this process described by the diagrams shown



















Fig. 9. Tree-level contribution to the
semileptonic decay K+ ! +.
















This Lagrangian has been derived in the qurak mass basis using the denition of the trilinear couplings
given in (64). The branching ratio takes the form [79]


















B(K+ ! 0e); (142)
where B(K+ ! 0e) = 0:0482. Requiring that the Rp= MSSM contribution (142) saturates the 1










< 1:6 10−5; 0i2k0j1k < 1:6 10−5 (143)
In derivation of (143) we assumed that only one product is non-zero at a time.
The semileptonic decays of charged D meson D+ ! K0+, and D+ ! K0e+e are induced at
the tree-level by the SM W -boson exchange and by the Rp= MSSM down-squark and selectron exchange



































Fig. 10. Tree-level contribution to the
semileptonic decay D+ ! K0+ and
D+ ! K0e+e.
The eective low-energy Lagrangian for this case is given by the formula





















The rst term corresponds to the SM W -exchange contribution. Using the experimental input [21]:
B(D+ ! K0+)
B(D+ ! K0e+e)
= 0:94 0:16; (145)
one obtains (at 1) rather weak constraints [15] 012k  0:3 and 022k  0:2 (for m˜ = 100 GeV). The
form factors related to the hadronic matrix elements cancel in the ratios, thus making the prediction
free from the large theoretical uncertainties associated with those matrix elements.
In the MSSM with R-parity conservation a contribution to the semileptonic B decay b ! qeln
(Fig. 11(a,b)) is described by the eective Lagrangian [76], [91]{[93]







where Rl = r
2me
l
mYb and r = tan=mH± . An upper index Y denotes the running quark mass, tan  is

















































Fig. 11. Contributions to the semileptonic B decay.
The rst term gives the SM W -exchange contribution (Fig. 11(a)) and the second one (Fig. 11(b))
gives that of the charged Higgs scalar. Neglecting the masses of the electron (l = 1) and the muon
(l = 2), the contribution of the charged Higgs scalars is zero. The contribution of the charged Higgs
scalars is not vanishing only when l = 3; b ! q   . We neglect a term proportional to mYc for q = c
since the term is suppressed by the mass ratio mYc =m
Y
b and does not have the possibly large tan
2 
factor.
In the Rp= MSSM, the exchanges of the squarks and the sleptons, as shown in Fig. 11(c,d), lead to
the additional four-fermion interactions which are relevant for the semileptonic decays of B meson. The
eective Lagrangian can be parameterized as







where we assume the matrices of the soft mass terms are diagonal in the fermion mass basis. Note that
the operators here take the same form as those of the MSSM with Rp in (146). Comparing with the
SM, the above eective Lagrangian includes the interactions even when l and n are dierent from each
other. The dimensionless coupling constants A and B depend on the species of quark, charged lepton


























where q = u; c and l and n are the generation indices running from 1 to 3. When the species of the





j1 +Aqllj2 ΓW +
1
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The subindices W , H and I of Γ denote the W mediated (SM), charged Higgs mediated and interference
contributions respectively. The explicit forms and relations between ΓW , ΓH and ΓI are given in [92]{
[94]. For l = 1 and 2, Rl and the interference term are vanishing assuming the electron and the muon
are massless.
Since the species of the neutrino cannot be distinguished by experiments and the Rp= interactions
allow the dierent kinds of the charged lepton and the neutrino as decay products, we sum the above





R-parity non-conservation could results in the lepton non-universality. The semileptonic branching
ratios b! eX and b! X measured by the L3 Collaborations [95] are
B(b! eX) = (10:89 0:55)%; B(b! X) = (10:82 0:61)%:
Considering this lepton universality measurements under the assumption that Rp= does not contribute
to these two semileptonic branching ratios simultaneously, we can derive 1 bounds on single and some
products of Rp= couplings slightly stronger than ones from the other processes (see Table 10). All other
B meson semileptonic decay modes give the constraints which are weaker than those from the other
processes. We do not present these bounds referring readers to [81].
Table 10. Upper bounds on the magnitudes of Rp= couplings from the lepton universality in the semilep-
tonic decays of B meson [81].
Processes Combinations Constrained Upper Bound




































The matrices of the soft mass terms are assumed to be diagonal. Various semileptonic b decays could
appear at tree level: b! qe+e−, q+−, q+−, qe, q, qe with q = d; s.
The experimental upper bounds for b! sl+i l−j (at 90% C.L.) are [21]
B(b! se+e−) < 5:7 10−5; (151)
B(b! s+−) < 5:8 10−5; (152)
B(b! se) < 2:2 10−5: (153)
In the SM, the process b! se is forbidden due to the conservation of each lepton flavor number. On
the other hand, the decay b ! s+− (b ! se+e−) is dominated by the electroweak penguin diagram
and receives small contributions from box diagrams and magnetic penguins. A recent analysis gives [96]
B(b! se+e−)SM = (8:42:3)10−6, B(b! s+−)SM = (5:71:2)10−6. The experimental bounds
are almost one order of magnitude larger than the SM expectations. If we neglect the SM contribution,
the decay rate of the processes b! sl+i l−j reads




4(jAijj2 + jBij j2) + jCij j2
]
(154)




























These coecients coincide with those for the pure leptonic decay modes of B meson given in (136)
for p = 2; q = 3. We assume the universal soft mass m˜ and ignore the lepton mass. To remove the
large uncertainty in the total decay rate associated with the m5b factor, it is convenient to normalize
B(b! sl+i l−j ) to the semileptonic rate B(b! ce). We then obtain
4(jAijj2 + jBijj2) + jCijj2 =
6144m˜4G2FjVcbj2fps(m2c=m2b)
192
B(b! sl+i l−j )
B(b! ce) ; (156)





b)  0:5, jVcbj  0:04, we obtain





B(b! sl+i l−j ): (157)
Substituting to the right hand side of this formula the experimental values given in (151){(153) one
obtains the upper bounds given in Table 11.
The Bs ! l+i l−j process is described with the same parameters A, B, C and in some cases gives
slightly more stringent bounds [80]. But, two things make the decay b ! sl+i l−j more useful than the
Bs ! l+i l−j process. One thing is that the contribution of the product combinations of 00 type is
vanishing in the limit of zero lepton mass and so these parameters cannot be constrained in the case of
the decays Bs ! li+lj−. The other thing is that the experimental upper limit on the branching ratios
exist only in the Bs ! +− process at present.
Table 11. Upper bounds on the magnitudes of products of couplings derived from b! sl+i l−j . [82].
Decay Mode Combinations Constrained Upper bound

























































4.6 Nonleptonic B decay
Many interesting bounds on the 00 couplings can be obtained from the two-body nonleptonic decays
of heavy-quark mesons. Following [70] we consider in this subsection B decays only via the product of
the baryon number violating couplings 0000. Bounds on 000 derived in this case are not competitive
with those obtained from the proton decay. Since any B decay will change the number of \b-flavor" by
one unit, bounds from there will apply to products of the form uibsujsd or uibdujsd.
In nonleptonic decays the hadronic structure becomes much more involved than in the previously
considered cases of (semi-)leptonic decays. However the presence of heavy b-quark in the initial meson
facilitates treatment of hadronic matrix elements. These matrix elements were calculated in [70] using
the computational method developed in [97] and based upon the formalism of Brodsky and Lepage [98].
The decay B+ ! KoK+ (or equivalently, B− ! KoK−) has an extremely small rate in the SM,
being penguin-suppressed and also reduced by the small CKM element Vub in the amplitude.
























































Fig. 12. Dominant diagrams contributing to the decay B+ ! KoK+.
In each of these diagrams, the gluon is spacelike and the squark (of charge 2=3) is timelike. This
generates from the gluon propagator an overall enhancement factor of mB=(mB − mb) ’ 10 in the
amplitude, mB and mb being the B meson and b quark masses respectively. (This factor is just the
inverse of the fraction of the B-momentum assigned to the light quark.) One can draw similar diagrams
interchanging the squark and gluon internal lines and appropriately relabeling the quark lines. Each of
these latter diagrams would have a timelike gluon and a spacelike squark (now of charge −1=3). For
these, however, the overall factor of mB=(mB − mb) does not materialize so that contributions from
these diagrams are signicantly subdominant and can be neglected. It is of interest to point out that
the decay Bo ! K+K− can proceed only through these latter diagrams, with the squark having charge
2=3, and therefore yields a signicantly weaker bound on the same product of 00 couplings than does
B+ ! KoK+, in spite of stronger experimental limits on the branching ratio.
It is convenient to analyze a ratio of Γ(B+ ! KoK+) to the partial width of another B+ decay
channel (specically B+ ! K+J= ) that proceeds unsuppressed in the SM. This allows one to eliminate
many of the uncertainties in the coecient factors depending, in particular, on the hadronic matrix
elements. Following [70] one nds
Γ(B+ ! KoK+)













 (9:8 10−2): (158)
Here, m
u˜i
are the masses of the scalar up-squarks, mJ= is the mass of the J= meson, fK and fJ= are
the decay constants of the K and J= mesons, which are related to their wave functions at the origin,
and Vcb and Vcs are CKM elements. One can use fJ= =fK ’ 2:55. With the experimental branching
ratio for B+ ! K+J= [21] being equal to 10:2 10−4, one gets
B(B+ ! KoK+) ’ 1:97j00i3200i21j2(mW=mu˜i)
4: (159)
Recent experimental upper bound on this quantity B(B+ ! KoK+) = 2:1  10−5 [21] leads with the
universal squark mass m
q˜




< 3:2 10−3: (160)
One can repeat the calculations for the decay B+ ! Ko+ (or equivalently B− ! Ko−) in much
the same way as in the previous case. The nal result is [70]





Recent experimental value [21] for this branching ratio is B(B+ ! Ko+) = 2:31:110−5. Assuming




< 3:4 10−3: (162)
The above limits depend on an approach to estimation of the hadronic matrix elements. In particular,
the perturbative QCD corrections may essentially aect these limits [99]. However, the theoretical
uncertainty are not expected to exceed 20{15% [70, 99].
4.7 K–K and B–B systems
The mass dierences mB between B1 and B2 as well as mK between K1 and K2 arise due to mixing
in the meson systems B0d{B
0
d as well as K
0{K0. The mass dierences can be expressed in terms of the
following matrix elements of the low-energy eective Lagrangians
mK = 2 Re[hK0jL∆S=2eff jK0i]; mB = 2 Re[hB0djL∆B=2eff jB0di]: (163)
The 0-couplings of the Lagrangian in (64) generate the S = 2 and B = 2 low-energy eective






















2 ; un 
100 GeV
mu˜nL











We calculate the contributions of (164) to mB, mK and require them not to exceed the corresponding
experimental numbers [21] mK < 3:5 10−12 MeV and mB < 3:4 10−10 MeV.

















2 < 4:5 10−9: (166)
First upper bound is comparable with that (6:2  10−8) obtained in [100, 101] from the lack of
observation of neutrinoless double beta decay. In contrast, the second bound is three orders of magnitude
stronger than the 10−6 obtained by those authors.
In [79] there were found a lot of additional constraints from the Rp= contributions to the eective
S = 2, B = 2 eective Lagrangians at the one-loop level. These contributions include set of S = 2
and B = 2 box graphs in each of which there is one L˜i propagator between two 
0-type vertices and
one of W (transverse W boson), G (longitudinal W boson in the ’t Hooft{Feynman gauge) and H
(charged Higgs) as the other non-fermionic propagator. The nature of the internal fermion lines are
decided by the flavour indices associated with the two 0-vertices. These diagrams are present in any
Rp= supersymmetric theory [79], they serve to constrain other flavour combinations of product couplings
in addition to those considered above. With H (or G) as one scalar propagator and, as always, L˜i as
another between the 0-vertices, box graphs with t-quarks in internal lines contribute more than those
with c- or u-quarks, despite the relatively larger CKM-suppressions associated with the former. For light
quarks (c or u) as internal fermions, box graphs with internal W dominate over those with internal
H or G, for the same choice of 0-couplings. These loop level constraints are listed in Table 12.
4.8 Infrared fixed points
In direct analogy with the familiar estimate for the top-quark mass
mt(pole)  (200 GeV) sin ; (167)
which is derived by assuming the existence of an infrared xed point in the Yukawa coupling constant,
hU33, one can deduce similar xed point bounds for the third generation Rp= coupling constants. The
argument is again based on the vanishing of the beta function in the renormalization group flow, via









2 − (j3 + 2k3)u233 ; with t = lnm2X=Q2; (168)
where the c-number coecients in front of the coupling constants represent the elds anomalous dimen-
sions. Equivalently, this reflects on the assumption of perturbative unitarity (absence of Landau poles)
for the Rp= coupling constants at high energies scales. The predicted xed point bounds [71, 102, 103]
are:
233  0:90; 0333  1:01; 00323  1:02; 002ik  1:25; 00123  1:25:
Table 12. The loop level constraints from K{K and B{B systems [79].
Quantity 0ijk:
0





(131)  (132) 7:7 10−4 (231)  (232) 7:7 10−4
(331)  (332) 7:7 10−4 (131)  (122) 1:0 10−4
(231)  (222) 1:0 10−4 (331)  (322) 1:0 10−4
(121)  (122) 1:4 10−6 (221)  (222) 1:4 10−6
(321)  (322) 1:4 10−6 (111)  (112) 1:4 10−6
mK (211)  (212) 1:4 10−6 (311)  (312) 1:4 10−6
(122)  (111) 6:1 10−6 (222)  (211) 6:1 10−6
(322)  (311) 6:1 10−6 (132)  (121) 1:1 10−4
(232)  (221) 1:1 10−4 (332)  (321) 1:1 10−4
(132)  (111) 4:7 10−4 (232)  (211) 4:7 10−4
(332)  (311) 4:7 10−4 (131)  (112) 2:4 10−5
(231)  (212) 2:4 10−5 (331)  (312) 2:4 10−5
(131)  (133) 1:3 10−3 (231)  (233) 1:3 10−3
(331)  (333) 1:3 10−3 (131)  (123) 1:8 10−4
(231)  (223) 1:8 10−4 (331)  (323) 1:8 10−4
(111)  (113) 3:6 10−3 (211)  (213) 3:6 10−3
mB
d
(311)  (313) 3:6 10−3 (121)  (113) 3:1 10−4
(221)  (213) 3:1 10−4 (321)  (313) 3:1 10−4
(111)  (123) 1:6 10−2 (211)  (223) 1:6 10−2
(311)  (323) 1:6 10−2 (121)  (123) 1:4 10−3
(221)  (223) 1:4 10−3 (321)  (323) 1:4 10−3
(132)  (133) 2:5 10−3 (232)  (233) 2:5 10−3
(332)  (333) 2:5 10−3 (132)  (113) 1:5 10−3
(232)  (213) 1:5 10−3 (332)  (313) 1:5 10−3
(112)  (113) 1:4 10−1 (212)  (213) 1:4 10−1
mBs (312)  (313) 1:4 10−1 (122)  (113) 1:2 10−2
(222)  (213) 1:2 10−2 (322)  (313) 1:2 10−2
(112)  (123) 3:2 10−2 (212)  (223) 3:2 10−2
(312)  (323) 3:2 10−2 (122)  (123) 2:7 10−3
(222)  (223) 2:7 10−3 (322)  (323) 2:7 10−3
5 Nuclear processes
Some of the nuclear processes which are forbidden or suppressed in the SM may oer unique opportu-
nities for probing the physics beyond the SM [104, 105]. The neuterinoless double beta decay (0)
(A; Z) −! (A; Z + 2) + 2e− (169)
and muon-electron conversion in nuclei
− + (A; Z) −! e− + (A; Z) (170)
are the nuclear processes of this type. Both these processes are forbidden in the SM (with massless
neutrinos m = 0) due to the fact that the 0 decay and 
−{e− conversion violate the conservation
laws of the total lepton number and the lepton flavor respectively. Recall that in the SM withm = 0 the
total lepton number is a conserving quantity what is guaranteed by an accidental global U1 symmetry.
The lepton flavor violation Li 6= 0 can be rotated away by redenition of the massless neutrino elds















































Fig. 13. Leading Rp= MSSM diagrams contributing to neutrinoless double beta decay.
In the Rp= SUSY there are both L 6= 0 and Li 6= 0 interactions. As yet there is no any experimental
evidence for either 0 decay or −{e− conversion. Thus one can derive from non-observation of these
exotic processes the limits on the Rp= parameters. These limits derived in [53, 64, 65, 100, 101], [106]{
[109] proved to be very stringent. In the subsequent subsections we will shortly discuss the derivation
of these nuclear physics limits on the Rp= SUSY.
5.1 Neutrinoless double beta decay
The simplest mechanism of 0 decay with a Majorana neutrino in the intermediate state is given in
Fig. 13(a). This is a well known classical mechanism. The lepton number violation necessary for 0
decay to proceed is introduced in this case via the Majorana neutrino mass.
An example of the Rp= SUSY contribution to 0 decay was rst found by Mohapatra [104] and
later studied in more details by Vergados [110]. All the possible tree-level Rp= MSSM contributions to
the 0 decay were specied and comprehensively analyzed in [53, 100, 101], [106]{[108].
Let us consider the underlying L = 2 quark-level 0 transition
dd! uu+ 2e−: (171)
It can be realized in the Rp= MSSM via the tree level diagrams shown in Fig. 13. Here we presented
only those diagrams which according to [53, 101] give rise to phenomenologically most valuable eect.
Notice that in this list we included the classical Majorana exchange diagram Fig. 13(a) as well. This
is because in the Rp MSSM with the bilinear R-parity violation the neutrino masses and mixing angles
are non-trivial. They are determined at the tree-level by i; h˜ii as well as by the MSSM parameters
with respect to eqs. (36){(39). Therefore, the Majorana exchange contribution is a generic one for the
Rp= MSSM.
All the Rp= contributions to 0 decay can be straightforwardly derived starting from the lepton
number violating Lagrangian of the Rp= MSSM
L(L = 1) = L′ + Lmix: (172)
The rst term in this formula contains all the 0LQDc operators given in the component elds in (59).
The second term is generated by the rotation to the mass basis in the sector of the neutral fermions
(i; γ˜; Z˜; H˜
0







−; H˜−1 ) of the Rp= MSSM as explained in sect.
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The subscripts k; i = 1; 2; 3 denote generations, while n = 1; 2; 3; 4 enumerates the neutralino mass
eigenstates. The rst term is generated by the rotation to the neutral/charged fermion mass basis from
the SM W{e{ and the MSSM W{{ interaction terms while the rest originates from the MSSM
neutralino (chargino)-fermion-sfermion interactions {q{q˜, {q{q˜ (for the MSSM Lagrangian see, for
instance, [2]). Note that the trilinear fermion-sfermion couplings in Lmix are not present among the
superpotential trilinear , 0 terms in (58){(59). The coecients in (173) depend on the mixing matrix
elements introduced in eqs. (23) and (50). In the leading order in the small expansion parameters





























































The notations used in these formulas are explained in sect. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Here we just recall that the
 parameters depend on the sneutrino VEVs h˜ii and on the lepton-Higgs mixing parameters i from
the superpotential (4).
Integrating out the heavy elds from the diagrams in Fig. 13 one can derive the eective Lagrangian
which reproduces their contributions to 0 decay in the rst or in the second order of perturbation
theory. Let us show only those terms which yield most stringent constraints on the Rp= parameters (for
the complete expressions we refer reader to the original papers [53, 100, 101], [106]{[108].
Leff(L = 1; 2) = L(Fig. 13(a)) + L(Fig. 13(b,c)) + L(Fig. 13(d)); (175)
where the contributions of the dierent diagrams in Fig. 13 are separated into dierent terms. They
can be written explicitly as




1k J + J
J(ePRe
c); (176)



























Here we introduced the color singlet quark currents
J = uPRd; J
 = uPRd; J
 = uγPLd; (179)






































































































































2 − LuLe: (186)
In the above formulas we used the standard notations 2 = g
2
2=(4) and s = g
2
3=(4) for the SU(2)L
and SU(3)c gauge coupling constants. We also denoted the gluino g˜ and the lightest neutralino  masses
as m
g˜
and m respectively. Neutralino couplings are dened as [2]
Li( ) = −T3( )Ni2 + tan W (T3( )−Q( ))Ni1; (187)
Ri( ) = Q( ) tan WNi1: (188)
Here Q and T3 are the electric charge and the weak isospin of the elds  = u; d; e. The neutralino
mixing matrix matrix Nij was introduced in (35).
The mixing between scalar superpartners f˜L;R of the left and right-handed fermions fL;R is essential
for the diagram Fig. 13(b). The contribution vanishing in the absence of this eect is represented by
the terms proportional to LR in (183) which contains the mixing angle sin 2
d. The mixing occurs due








Here, f = d; s; b and f˜ are their superpartners. DZ = M
2
Z cos2 with tan = hH02 i=hH01i. mf˜
L,R
are
soft sfermion masses, Af are soft SUSY breaking parameters describing the strength of trilinear scalar
interactions in eq. (6), and  is the supersymmetric Higgs(ino) mass parameter. Once sfermion mixing
is included, the current eigenstates f˜L, f˜R become superpositions of the mass eigenstates f˜i with the
masses m
f˜i

























RR denote the (1,2), (1,1), (2,2) entries of the mass matrix (189).
The next step deals with reformulation of the quark-lepton interactions in (176){(178) in terms of the
eective hadron-lepton interactions. This is necessary for the subsequent nuclear structure calculations.
These questions are lie far beyond the scope of the present paper. The detailed study of the hadronic
and nuclear structure side of the 0 decay can be found in [101, 111].
Here only the following notes are in order. Hadronic and nuclear structure cause specic enhance-
ments of the Rp= SUSY contributions to the 0 decay described by the diagrams in Fig. 13(b,c,d)
[106, 107]. The diagram in Fig. 13(d) is enhanced by the pion-exchange currents in nuclei. This fact
can be understood by taking into account that the corresponding contribution shown in (178) contains
product of the pseudoscalar quark currents 2 = uγ5d  uγ5d. One can incorporate quark elds from
this operator into the two virtual pions [107]. Now nn! pp+2e− transition is mediated by the charged
pion-exchange between the decaying nucleons (N-mode). Since the interaction region extends to the
distances  1=m this mode is not suppressed by the nucleon repulsion. An additional enhancement
of the N-mode comes from the hadronization of the Rp SUSY eective vertex operator 
2 replaced
by its hadronic image 2. The enhancement occurs due to the fact that the local pseudoscalar quark
bilinear uγ5d can be directly associated with the eective 
+-meson eld.
The diagrams in Fig. 13(b,c) are enhanced because of the chiral structure of the leptonic current




en ), while the top parts contain the leptonic currents kPRe
c or kPRe
c. The
resulting leptonic tensor after combining the two neutrino elds into a propagator takes the form




where q is the neutrino momentum and Γ = 1,  . An important observation [51] used in the above
formula is that the average neutrino momentum in a nucleus can be estimated as hqi  pF  100 MeV,
where pF is the nucleon Fermi momentum. This should be compared with the contribution of the
diagram in Fig. 13(a) with the neutrino internal line. The leptonic tensor in this case is
L∆L=0  eγPLh0jT (kn)j0iPLγecV ()ek V ()en eΓiγPRec  hmi=q2; (192)
where hmi = mnV ()en V ()en . Comparing eqs. (191) and (192) one can see that the SUSY contribution
corresponding to the L = 2 operators receives a huge enhancement compared to the contribution of
the L = 0 operators. In fact
L∆L=2=L∆L=0  pF=hmi  108  (1 eV=hmi): (193)
Due to these enhancement factors the diagrams in Fig. 13(b,c) become phenomenologically valuable.
However, these arguments do not exclude the diagram in Fig. 13(a) mediated by the Majorana neutrino
exchange from the list of dominant diagrams. It was found [53] that this contribution is important even
without enhancement factors which were important for the diagrams in Fig. 13(b,c).
Starting from the Lagrangian (175) the corresponding half-life formula for 0 decay was obtained
in [53, 101, 100], [106]{[108]. It includes various nuclear matrix elements which were calculated within
the renormalized Quasiparticle Random Phase Approximation (pn-RQRPA) [112]. This nuclear struc-
ture method has been developed from the proton-neutron QRPA approach, which has been frequently
used in the 0-decay calculations. The pn-RQRPA is an extension of the pn-QRPA by incorporating
the Pauli exclusion principle for the fermion pairs.
The nal half-life formula is rather complex and can be found in the cited original paper. Comparing
this formula with the most stringent experimental lower limit on the 0-decay half-life has been




+ ! 0+)  1:1 1025 years (90% C.L.) (194)
the following upper limits on the Rp= parameters were obtained [53, 101, 100], [106]{[108]:



































j1j  470 KeV; jh˜1ij  840 KeV; j10111j  100 eV; jh˜1i0111j  55 eV: (197)
The limits (195) are the most stringent ones among the known constraints on the Rp= parameters.
As shown in [53], [106]{[108]. so small couplings are out of reach of the present and the near future
accelerator experiments. On the other hand limits on the sneutrino VEVs h˜ii and on the lepton-Higgs
mixing parameter i in (197) are signicantly weaker than the corresponding limits derived in sect. 3.2
from the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric neutrino data.
5.2 Muon–electron conversion in nuclei
The −{e− conversion in the R-parity conserving SUSY models has been studied by several groups
[113]{[115]. In this case the SUSY contribution appears only at the loop-level. A typical conclusion
made in [113]{[115] is that the other lepton flavour violating processes such as  ! eγ are about an
order of magnitude more sensitive to the R-parity conserving SUSY than −{e− conversion. As was
recently shown in [64, 65, 109] the situation in the Rp= SUSY is opposite. The sensitivity of the 
−{e−
conversion to the certain Rp= interactions is signicantly better compared to the  ! eγ and many
other lepton flavor violating processes. This is mainly caused by the fact that in the Rp= MSSM there
exist the tree-level contributions to the −{e− conversion. Also important is that some of the 1-loop
Rp= contributions receive a signicant enhancement due to the presence of large logarithms.
5.2.1 Tree-level mechanisms
In this subsection we follow the paper [109] where all the tree level Rp= MSSM contributions to the {e−








































Fig. 14. Leading Rp= MSSM diagrams contributing to {e conversion. The crossed fermion lines denote
the contributions induced by lepton{gaugino{Higgsino mixing (l− − −).
Let us specify those vertex operators which are encountered in these diagrams. They include
L−e = 2 i21 ˜Lie PL + 0ijj ˜Lidj PL dj − 0ijkVnj
(




+ g2 i Vjk  ujPReci d˜Lk + aZZeγPL−
g2
cos W
Zqγ(LPL + RPR)q: (198)
The rst three terms in (198) originate from the superpotential trilinear Rp= terms. In component elds
the rst -term can be found among the terms of (58) while the next two 0-terms are given in the
quark mass basis according to the denition of (64). Rotation to the mass basis of the charged fermions
of the Rp= MSSM according to (50) generate the new lepton flavor violating interactions represented in
(198) by the 4th and the 5th terms. They are generated from the Rp-conserving interactions Z{
−{−
and −{q{q˜ respectively. The last term in (198) is the ordinary SM Z-boson interaction with the quark
neutral currents with  = T3 − Q sin W . The coecients aZ and i in (198) depend on the mixing
matrix elements introduced in (50). Again as in the case of the 0 decay, we use for these coecients








21 ; i = 
L
i1: (199)
The notations used in these formulas are explained in sect. 2.3.2.
Integrating out the heavy elds from the diagrams in Fig. 14 and carrying out Fierz reshuing one
obtains the eective Lagrangian which allows one to reproduce the low-energy contribution of these































The index i denotes generation so that ui = u; c; t and di = d; s; b. The coecients  accumulate






















































































PL;Rqi; JdL,R(i) = diPL:Rdi; j = eγPL; jL;R = ePL;R; (202)
We denoted qi = (ui; di) with the subscript i being the generation index.
The {e conversion involves the structure of the participating nucleus (A,Z) and the constituent
nucleons. These structure eects have to be taken into account in calculating the {e-conversion rate
Γ(− − e−). The detailed study of these questions were recently made in [109]. Note that this study
takes into account previously overlooked contribution of the strange component of nucleon. As will be
seen below this contribution allows one to establish new stringent constraints on the Rp= parameters.
For coherent conversion rate the following formula was found [109]





pM2p(pe) + nM2n(pe) + pnMp(pe)Mn(pe)
]
; (203)
with pe  m = 105 MeV, neglecting the electron mass and the small nuclear recoil. The coecients









a2−N + a0N (a+N + a−N); (204)
pn = 2a0pa0n + 2a+pa+n + 2a−pa−n + a0p(a+n + a−n) + a0n(a+p + a−p); (205)



























































































P −G(d)P )(L  R):
The nucleon form factors are dened as
hp; njuΓS;V ujp; ni = G(u;d)S;V Ψp;nΓS,V Ψp;n; hp; nj dΓS;V djp; ni = G(d;u)S;V Ψp;nΓS;VΨp;n; (207)
hp; njsΓS;V sjp; ni = G(s)S;VΨp;nΓS;VΨp;n; (208)
where ΓS = 1, ΓV = γ with the numerical values at zero momentum transfer
G
(u)
V = 2; G
(d)
V = 1; G
(u)
S = 5:1; G
(d)
S = 4:3; G
(s)
S = 2:5: (209)
Let us point out that the strange quarks signicantly contribute to the −{e−-conversion rate via the
strange nucleon sea (208).
The nuclear matrix elements Mp;n(pe) were calculated in [109] for the two experimentally most
interesting nuclei
48Ti : Mp(pe) = 0:104 fm−3=2; Mn(pe) = 0:127 fm−3=2; (210)
208Pb : Mp(pe) = 0:434 fm−3=2; Mn(pe) = 0:566 fm−3=2: (211)
Now having all the denitions at hand one can extract the constraints on the Rp= parameters involved
in the above formulas. To this end one can compare formula in eq. (203) with the best experimental




< 7:0 10−13 (212)
measured by the SINDRUM II experiment [116] with the 48Ti target nucleus. The measured value of
the muon capture in 48Ti is Γ(− ! capture) = 2:590  0:012  106 sec−1: Assuming as usual that
only one product of the Rp= parameters is a dominant one at a time one can extract from (212) rather
stringent upper limits for these parameters listed in the second column of the Table 13. (See comments
at the end of the next subsection on the rescaling of these limits for the expected in the future new
experimental constrains on RTie:)
5.2.2 1-loop mechanism
The 1-loop mechanism of the {e conversion mediated by the one-photon exchange between lepton
{e current and nucleus was studied in [64]. The diagrams of this mechanism formally coincide with
those for the  ! eγ shown in Fig. 4. In these diagrams it is implied that the photon is attached to
each charged line. In case of the {e conversion the photon is virtual and connects the lepton current
with nucleus. As shown in [64] the Rp= interactions in the 1-loop mechanism contribute to the {e















where the form factors fE0, fE1, fM0 and fM1 to be computed from an underlying theory. The contribu-
tion of the diagrams in Fig. 4 has been calculated in [64]. Here we show only the nal result. Starting
from the Lagrangian (58) and using dimensional regularisation the following expressions were derived





















































f f=dM1 = f
f=d
E1 = 0 : (219)
Here the superscripts f = ‘; f = u and f = d denote contributions from the diagrams with leptons,
u- and d-quarks in the loop respectively, r = m2f=(−q2); where f stands for the virtual fermion in the




+ 4r + ln r + (1− 2r)p1 + 4r ln
(p
1 + 4r + 1p
1 + 4r − 1
)
: (220)
There are three important limiting cases. If r ! 0 then Ff = −1=3; if r  1 then Ff  1:52 and if
r  1 then Ff = ln r + 4=3:
The form factors (214), (215), (216) contain large logarithms while the form factors (217), (218),
(219) do not. The presence of these large logarithms allows one to derive stringent limits on the products
of the Rp= couplings standing in front of the form factors (214){(216). The dependence of the form factors
on particular combination of R-parity violating couplings as well as on the  signs in the form factors
coming from the leptonic loops should be xed when calculating the constraints on the products of
couplings.













20 = jfE0 + fM1j2 + jfE1 + fM0j2: (222)
The numerical values of the coecients for the 48Ti were calculated in [117, 118] C = 1:0; Zeff = 17:61,
and the proton nuclear form factor is Fp
Ti
(pe) = 0:55.
Now it is straightforward to derive from the experimental constraint (212) the constraints on the
products  and 00. Towards this end one again has to assume that the only one product is dominant
at a time. The results are presented in the third column of Table 13.
Very likely all the constraints in Table 13, both for the tree-level and for 1-loop mechanisms, will be
signicantly, (for an order of magnitude) improved in the near future. This expectation relies on the
planed enhancement in sensitivity by three or even four orders of magnitude in the ongoing experiments
at the PSI (using 48Ti target) [116] and the designed MECO experiment at the Brookhaven (using 27Al
target) [119]. Having this in mind let us note that for a future experimental limit Rfuturee on the {e-
conversion branching ratio one can easily obtain the corresponding constraints on the Rp= parameters
Table 13. Upper limits on the products of the Rp= parameters from 
−{e− conversion in 48Ti. The loop
constraints are given for the scalar masses 100 GeV and 1 TeV. The tree-level bounds scale quadratically
with the sfermion mass and given only for m
f˜
100 GeV. The scaling factor B is dened in the text and
currently B = 1.






100 GeV 100 GeV 1 TeV
j0211 0111j 6:2  10−8 4:4  10−6 3:3  10−4
j0212 0112j, j0213 0113j 1:7  10−8 4:4  10−6 3:3  10−4
j0221 0111j 7:6  10−8 1:5  10−5 1:0  10−3
j0222 0112j,j0223 0113j 7:6  10−8 1:5  10−5 1:0  10−3
j0231 0111j 8:3  10−6 4:8  10−4 3:3  10−2
j0232 0112jj0233 0113j 8:3  10−6 4:8  10−4 3:3  10−2
j0211 0121j 7:6  10−8 3:0  10−5 1:0  10−3
j0212 0122j,j0213 0123j 7:6  10−8 3:0  10−5 1:0  10−3
j0221 0121j 1:4  10−8 8:0  10−6 4:8  10−4
j0222 0122j,j0223 0123j 3:3  10−7 8:0  10−6 4:8  10−4
j0231 0121j 3:7  10−5 1:6  10−4 8:8  10−3
j0232 0122j,j0233 0123j 3:7  10−5 1:6  10−4 8:8  10−3
j0211 0131j 8:3  10−6 4:8  10−4 3:3  10−2
j0212 0132j,j0213 0133j 8:3  10−6 4:8  10−4 3:3  10−2
j0221 0131j 3:7  10−5 1:6  10−4 8:8  10−3
j0222 0132j,j0223 0133j 3:7  10−5 1:6  10−4 8:8  10−3
j0231 0131j 1:3  10−8 3:5  10−5 1:3  10−3
j0232 0132j,j0233 0133j 4:0  10−3 3:5  10−5 1:3  10−3
j212 0211j, j312 0311j, j121 0111j, j312 0311j 4:1  10−9 { {
j212 0222j, j312 0311j, j121 0122j, j321 0322j 7:7  10−9 { {
j121 122j { 1:7  10−6 1:3  10−4
j131 132j,j231 232j { 2:1  10−6 1:6  10−4
j231 131j,j232 132j { 3:4  10−6 2:7  10−4
j233 133j { 6:8  10−6 4:0  10−4
jh˜1ih˜2ijGeV−2 , j12jGeV−2 4:4  10−4 { {
jh˜1i2jGeV−2, jh˜2i1jGeV−2 6:4  10−4 { {





The experimental prospects for searches of muon number violation have been recently reviewed in [120].
For a discussion of the lepton flavor violating limits in conjunction with other theoretical predictions
the reader is referred to the recent survey of [121].
6 Atomic parity violation
Parity violation in the standard model (SM) results from exchanges of weak gauge bosons. In electron-
hadron neutral current (NC) processes parity violation is due to vector axial-vector (VA) and axial-
vector vector (AV) interaction terms in the Lagrangian. These interactions are tested at low momentum
transfers (Q2  0) by the latest atomic parity violation (APV) measurements [122] and at high mo-
mentum transfers (Q2 > 2500 GeV2) by deep inelastic NC scattering at HERA. The new interactions
beyond the SM, in particular Rp= interactions, may contribute to the parity violation and, therefore,
can be constrained by the APV measurements.
6.1 APV and Rp= interactions

























−T3q + 2Qq(0eq sin2 W )
]
; sin2 W = 0:2236; 
0
eq = 0:9884; 
0
eq = 1:036: (225)
There are several methods used for measurements of atomic parity violation [124]. The most recent
and precise experiment measures a parity-odd atomic transition in Cesium atoms [122]. The advantage
of using the heavy Cs atom, with only a single valence electron, is the smallness of the theoretical
uncertainty due to atomic wave-function eects.






QW nucleus(r)γ5; QW = −2
[
C1u(2Z +N) + C1d(Z + 2N)
]
; (226)
where Z and N are the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus of the atom, respectively and
nucleus(r) is the nuclear density. For
133
55Cs, the relation of QW to the C1q is
QW = −376C1u − 422C1d : (227)
With the radiatively corrected C1q of (225), the SM value of QW for Cs is [126]
QSMW = −73:11 0:05 : (228)
The recent precise measurement on Cesium atoms nds
QexpW = −72:11 0:27 (stat:) 0:89 (theor:) ; (229)
This result shows better agreement with the SM than previously. The QW measurement places strong
constraints on possible new physics contributions [127, 128], C1u and C1d, dened as
QW  QW −QSMW = −2
[
C1u(2Z +N) + C1d(Z + 2N)
]
! QW = 1:00 0:93: (230)
The eective Lagrangian describing the Rp= MSSM contributions to the APV consist of the two terms
























Fierz rearrangement casts these terms into a product of leptonic and hadronic vector- or axial-vector

















which cause a shift in QW of













Using the value of the weak charge given in (230) one has for m˜ = 100 GeV the upper limit [23, 129]
01j1  0:035: (234)
This constraints may have far reaching phenomenological consequences, in particular, for e+q ! e+q
scattering since it casts limits on the s-channel squark resonance contribution due to the Rp= interactions.
A detailed survey of the situation [130] with the well known HERA high Q2-anomaly concludes that
an interpretation of this anomaly as the s-channel squark resonance is only marginally consistent with
the APV limit in (234). In this and the similar cases it might be important to remember that the weak
charge QW measured in atomic parity violation experiments can receive compensating contributions
from more than one new physics source. It was shown in [124] explicitly that the QW contribution
from the exchange of an extra Z-boson can cancel that from the s-channel scalar top or scalar charm
exchange in R-parity violating SUSY model.
6.2 Factors relaxing APV constraints
A low energy Rp= SUSY and an extra Z boson with mass of order 1 TeV are both natural consequences
of string theory [131]. The Lagrangian describing the SM Z boson (Z01) and an extra Z boson (Z
0
2 ) can









L PL + g
i(1)








L PL + g
i(2)
R PR) i ; (235)
where g1 = e=(sin W cos W ), g
i(1)
L = T3i − sin2 WQi and gi(1)R = − sin2 WQi, g2=g1 =
√
5 sin2 W=3
and  ’ 1. In general, the SM Z boson and the extra Z boson will mix to form the physical mass
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with MZ1 = 91:1863 GeV is the mass of the lightest experimentally observed Z boson. One can neglect
the mixing since it is constrained to be small by the LEP and SLC data at the Z pole. For  = 0 the
Lagrangian (235) describes the interactions of physical Z1 and Z2 bosons. The contributions from the


















where gv = gL +gR and ga = gL−gR. Weakly-coupled extended gauge models, like E6, give the coupling
constant g2 on the order of the weak coupling constant g1 = e= sin W . One can take  = 1 for which
g2=g1 ’ 0:62.
In the considered Rp= SUSY model with the extra Z boson eq. (233) for the weak charge is modied
by Z2-contribution and takes the form:

























One can see that the Z2 contribution can make the overall QW positive. For example, for mass of the
Z2 boson about 1 TeV with g
e(2)
a = −1 = −gu(2)v and gd(2)v = 0, the Z2 contribution to QW is +2:4.
The authors of [124] conclude that: (i) The deviation QW of the cesium APV measurement from
the SM is positive, but the deviation is only 1. (ii) The QW contribution of the scalar top or scalar
charm via R-parity violating t˜Le
+d or c˜Le
+d couplings are negative. (iii) The QW contributions of the
scalar bottom or scalar strange are positive, but they are likely too small to cancel the contribution from
the scalar top or scalar charm because of the tight constraints on their couplings and masses. (iv) Extra
Z boson contributions to QW can naturally be positive and suciently large to compensate negative
contributions of scalar top or scalar charm and make the overall QW positive. (v) In particular, a scalar
top interpretation of the HERA anomaly with the MSSM branching fraction of B(t˜L ! e+d)  0:1 is
not excluded, since positive extra Z contributions to QW may compensate the negative contributions
from the scalar top.
7 Cosmological implications
There are very strict bounds on all Rp= interactions if one assumes that the presently observed matter{
antimatter asymmetry was created above the electroweak scale. Valuable information can also be
extracted from consideration of the conditions for the LSP to be the cold dark matter particle candidate
and constraints on its lifetime from the accelerator searches.
7.1 Bounds from Baryogenesis
The scenarios of baryogenesis leading to the ratio of baryon number to entropy densities of the Universe
today at the extremely small value of
B = nB=s  10−10
raise to three basic problems [133]:
(i) Generation of a baryon asymmetry at some temperature, TBA. The question of the relevant mech-
anism and the scale of TBA is not yet commonly settled. For the latter a variety of possibilities are
envisaged: in the high-energy GUTs TBA  mX=10; in the low-energy SM TBA  TC = mW=W ; or
intermediate non-perturbative approach as in the Dine{Aeck squarks condensate mechanism.
(ii) Erasure of the preexisting baryon asymmetry. It may happen via B and/or L violating interactions
inducing reactions among quarks and leptons or gauge and Higgs bosons, which might be in thermal
equilibrium at some temperature, T < TBA during the cosmic expansion. This is formulated in terms
of the reaction rate ΓD and the Universe expansion rate,




by the out-of-equilibrium condition, ΓD=H < 1. The erasure takes place for all linear combinations,
B + aL, except for the (non-thermalizing modes) which remain conserved by the interactions.










violating B and L via the anomalous combination, (B+L) = 2Ngen, while conserving Bi−Li with i =
1; 2; 3. Accounting for the flavour changing interactions of quarks, the eectively conserved combinations
are in fact, (B=3 − Li). Since the sphaleron induced rates, over the wide period, mX < T < TC , are








e−2mW =(2W T )  1017; (241)
this will damp the (B + L) component of the asymmetry, while leaving the components (B=3 − Li)
constant. A necessary condition for baryon asymmetry erasure in the presence of sphalerons is then
that this must have been produced via (B − L) or (B − Li) (for some xed i) violating interactions
[134, 135].
The out-of-equilibrium conditions, taking into account the set of 2 ! 2 processes, u + d ! ~d !
d+ ~0, u+ e! ~d! d+ ~0, + e! ~! + ~0, and 2 ! 1 processes, d+ ! ~d, u+ e! ~d, + e! ~,
give on all Rp= coupling constants the strong bounds,






corresponding to an updated version [136] of previous analysis [134, 137].
A more rened analysis [136], accounting for all the relevant symmetries of the SM, through the
equations on the particles chemical potentials expressing chemical equilibrium constraints, turns out
to lead to milder constraints. Thus, it is found that the bounds on the B-violating 00 interactions are
removed in the absence of sphalerons, but remain in force when these are included. For the L-violating
interactions, only a subset of the coupling constants, , 0, remains bounded. The reason is that one
need impose the out-of-equilibrium conditions only for one lepton family, say J , corresponding to one
conserved combination, (B=3−LJ). The above bounds would then hold only for the subsets, Jjk, 0Jjk.
An indicative analysis of the elds basis dependence of these bounds is made in [27].
For the dimension D > 5 non-renormalizable operators, the out-of-equilibrium conditions, as for-

















The strongest bound, associated with T = TGUT  1014 GeV, is:
 > 1014+2=(D−4) GeV: (245)
The above discussed bounds on all the couplings are extremely stringent. If it is valid then Rp= is
irrelevant for collider physics and can only have cosmological eects. It is important, however, to note
that these baryogenesis erasure constraints are really sucient conditions and do not constitute strict
bounds. They could be evaded if baryogenesis occurred at the electroweak scale or in non-perturbative
models in case of an insucient reheat temperature.
There are two important loop-holes in this argument. The rst and most obvious one is that the
matter genesis occurred at the electroweak scale or below [138]. The second loop-hole has to do with
the inclusion of all the symmetries and conserved quantum numbers [136, 139, 140]. The electroweak
sphaleron interactions do not just conserve B−L. They conserve the three quantum numbers B=3−Li,
one for each lepton flavour. These can also be written as B − L and two independent combinations of
Li − Lj . First, again consider an additional U D D operator. If the matter genesis at the GUT scale is
asymmetric in the lepton flavours, (Li−Lj)jMGUT 6= 0, then this lepton-asymmetry is untouched by the
sphalerons and by the B 6= 0 operators U D D operators. The baryon asymmetry is however erased.
Below the electroweak scale, the lepton-asymmetry is partially converted into a baryon-asymmetry
via (SM) leptonic and supersymmetric mass eects [136]. If now instead, one adds a lepton-number
violating operator, one will retain a matter asymmetry as long as one lepton flavour remains conserved.
In order for L for example to be conserved, all L violating operators must remain out of thermal
equilibrium above the elctroweak scale, i.e. satisfy the bound (242). From the low-energy point of view
this is completely consistent with the assumption of only one large dominant coupling at a time. Thus
in these simple scenarios the bounds (242) are evaded.
7.2 Long-lived LSP
One can consider three distinct ranges for the lifetime of the LSP
(i) LSP
< 10−8 s; (ii) 10−8 s < LSP < 107U; (iii) LSP > 107U; (246)
where U  1010 years is the present age of the Universe. The rst case relevant to "standard" R-parity
violating LSP collider phenomenology. The third case is indistinguishable from the Rp-MSSM with the
LSP being a good dark matter candidate. In the second case, the LSP can provide a long-lived relic
whose decays can potentially lead to observable eects in the Universe. There are bounds excluding
any such relic with lifetimes [141]
1 s < LSP < 10
17 years:
The lower end of the excluded region is due to the eects of hadron showers from LSP decays on the
primordial abundances of light nuclei [142]. The upper bound is from searches for upward going muons
in underground detectors which can result from ’s in LSP decays [143]. Note that even if LSP > U
the relic abundance is so large that the decay of only a small fraction can lead to observable eects.
The above restrictions on decay lifetimes can be immediately applied to the case of Rp= MSSM.
Including LSP decays in collider experiments one gets a gap of eight orders of magnitude in lifetimes
10−8s < LSP < 1s where no observational tests are presently known. It is very important to nd
physical eects which could help to close this gap. Since the lifetime depends on the square of the
Rp= Yukawa coupling this corresponds to a gap of four orders of magnitude in the coupling. For a
photino LSP one can translate the above bounds into bounds on the Rp= Yukawa couplings [144]:









Note that the lower range of these bounds extends well beyond the already strict bound from proton
decay. For a generic neutralino LSP the lifetime depends strongly on the MSSM parameters [145, 146]
and the bounds can only be transferred with caution.













The requirement of the LSP decaying within a detector can be quantied as cγL˜0 < 1 m and leads to
the constraint










where γL is the Lorentz boost factor. On the other hand, from the experimental absence of a long-
lived relic LSP whose decay would lead to detectable upward going muons, one can infer [148] that
1 s < 
˜
< 1017 years leads to the forbidden interval 10−10 6< j; 0; 00j 6< 10−22. Note that 
˜
> 1017
years would make Rp= MSSM indistinguishable from MSSM. Furthermore, the interval 10
−8 s < 
˜1
< 1 s
is practically out of observational reach.
8 Accelerator search for R-parity violation
Supersymmetric particles can be produced in pairs via the MSSM gauge couplings or singly via the
Rp= Yukawa couplings. The former benets from large couplings while being kinematically restricted
to masses lower then
p
s=2. The latter case has double the kinematic reach but has a suppression
factor due to smallness of the Rp= couplings. The single SUSY particles are produced by resonant and
non-resonant mechanisms. The resonant production mechanisms are
e+ + e− ! ˜Lj [L1LjEc1]; e− + uj ! d˜Rk [L1QjDck]; e− + dk ! ˜uLj [L1QjDck];
uj + dk ! e˜−Li [LiQjDck]; dj + dk ! ˜Li [L1QjDck];
ui +
dj ! d˜Rk [U ciDcjDck]; dj + dk ! ˜uRi [U ciDcjDck]:
These processes can be realized at e+e−-colliders, at HERA, and at hadron colliders, respectively. There
are many further t-channel single sparticle production processes. For example at an e+e−-collider, there
might be e+ + e− ! ~01 + j via t-channel selectron exchange. The t-channel exchange of squarks
(sleptons) can also contribute to qq (‘~‘) pair production, leading to indirect bounds [149].
Another feature of the Rp= MSSM accelerator phenomenology related to the fact that the LSP is
unstable (sect. 7.2). If for example the neutralino is the LSP and the dominant Rp= operator is L1Q2D
c
1
it can decay as shown in Fig. 2(c). For LSP= ~γ the decay rate is given by eq. (247) [147, 150]. The
decay occurs in the detector if cγL(~γ) < 1 m, where γL is the Lorentz boost factor. This gives
constraint (248), which is well below the existing bounds on the Rp= couplings. These numerical results
for a photino is given for simplicity and clarity. The full analysis with a neutralino LSP has been
performed in [145, 146]. It involves several subtleties due to the Rp-MSSM parameter space which can
have signicant eects on the lifetime. Due to the LSP decay, supersymmetry with broken Rp has no
natural dark matter candidate.
8.1 Squark Pair Production at the Tevatron
Squark pair production at the Tevatron proceeds via the known gauge couplings of the Rp MSSM
qq; gg ! ~q + q˜:
The squarks produced in the Rp= interactions decay to an Rp-even nal state. Let us consider a dominant
LiLjE
c
k operator. The couplings ijk are bounded to be smaller than gauge couplings. Thus one may
expect the squarks to cascade decay to LSPs as in the MSSM. The LSPs in turn will then decay via the
operator LiLjE
c
k to two charged leptons and a neutrino (see Fig. 2(c)). If each squark decays directly
to the LSP (assuming it is the second lightest superparticle)
q0q0; gg ! q˜ + q˜ ! qq + ˜01˜01 ! qq + l+l−l+l−: (249)
One therefore has a multi-lepton signal which is detectable [151]. To date it has not been searched for
with Rp= in mind. However, before the top quark discovery there was a bound from CDF on a di-lepton
production cross section. Making corresponding cuts and with some simple assumptions this can be
translated into a bound on the rate of the process (249) and thus a lower bound on the squark mass




), (ii) LSP= ~γ with M
γ˜
= 30 GeV, (iii)
; 0 satisfy the bound (248). For various dominant operators the bounds are given in Table 14.
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No attempt was made to consider nal state  ’s due to lack of data. These bounds are comparable
to the Rp-MSSM squark mass bounds. Since, the theoretical analysis has been improved to allow for
neutralino LSPs, more involved cascade decays and the operator U cDcDc [152, 153]. However, to date
no experimental analysis has been performed.
8.2 Resonant Squark Production at HERA
HERA oers the possibility to test the operators L1QjD
c
k via resonant squark production [154]
e+ + dk ! u˜j ! (e+ + dk; ˜01 + uj; ˜+1 + dj);
e+ + uj ! d˜k ! (e+ + uj; e + dj; ˜01 + dk):
These decay modes are expected to be dominant. Note that HERA has accumulated most of its data
as a positron proton collider. The neutralino and chargino would decay as in Fig. 2(c)
˜01 ! (e; ) + 2 jets; ˜+1 ! (e+; ) + 2 jets: (250)
The neutralino can decay to the electron or positron since it is a Majorana fermion. Thus one lefts with
several distinct decay topologies.
(i) If the squark is the LSP it will decay to e+ + q or e+ q (d˜k). The rst looks just like neutral current
DIS, except that for xBj  m˜2(q˜)=s it results in a flat distribution in ye whereas NC-DIS gives a 1=y2e
distribution. The latter looks just like CC-DIS.
(ii) If the gauginos are lighter than the squark the gaugino decay will dominate. The clearest signal is
a high pT electron which is essentially background free. The high pT positron or the missing pT of the
neutrino can also be searched for.
All ve signals have been searched for by the H1 collaboration [155] in the 1994 e+ data (L =
2:83 pb−1). The observations were in excellent agreement with the SM. The resulting bounds on the
couplings are summarized in Table 15.
Table 15. Exclusion upper limits at 95% C.L. on 01jk for m˜(q˜) = 150 GeV and m˜(˜
0
1) = 40 GeV for


















γ˜-like 0.056 0.14 0.18 0.058 0.19 0.30 0.06 0.22 0.55
Z˜0-like 0.048 0.12 0.15 0.048 0.16 0.26 0.05 0.19 0.48
After rescaling the bounds of Table 14 one sees that the direct search is an improvement for 0121; 
0
131;
and 0132. In the more recent data, an excess has been observed in high Q
2 NC-DIS [17]. If this persists
it can possibly be interpreted as the resonant production of a squark via an L1QjD
c
k operator [156, 157].
8.3 Neutrino-lepton and neutrino-quark scattering
The neutral current scattering processes are able to eciently constraint the new physics interactions
such as the Rp= ones. The elastic  scattering processes, +ei ! +ej , + qi ! + qj , at energies
















+ sin2 W )(1− r(e˜R))− r(e˜R);
geR = sin











(1− r(e˜R)) + r0(d˜L):































From the experimental data on the neutrino scattering processes  + ei !  + ej ,  + qi !  + qj
one derives the constraints for the common SUSY mass 100 GeV [23]:
121  0:29; 122  0:34; 123  0:34; 233  0:26; 0222  0:22; 0231  0:22:
8.4 Fermion-antifermion pair production
The forward-backward angular asymmetries (FB) in the dierential cross sections for the reactions,




















The formulas for the Rp= corrections to the Z-pole asymmetries in terms of the products of parameters




























jijkj < 0:10; ijk = 121; 122; 132; 231; jijkj < 0:24; ijk = 123; 133; 131; 232;
j012kj < 0:45; j01j3j < 0:26:
The product j131232j can also be constrained by high energy experiments at e+e− and +−
colliders [158]{[160]. The s-channel exchanges of ˜L and ˜

L (depending on the coupling, there could
also be t-channel diagrams), contribute to the process e+e− ! +−. The inclusion of scalar tau-
sneutrino exchanges will aect both the cross section and the forward-backward asymmetry in muon-












If the product of s is of an appreciable size and the mass of the scalar tau-sneutrino is below the
energy of the machine, the LEP2 and the future NLC experiments should be able to see a prominent
peak by scanning over the center-of-mass energy (LEP2 has eectively done that due to the initial state
radiation); otherwise, the null result should be able to constrain the product of s. If the mass of the
scalar tau-sneutrino is above the center-of-mass energy of the machine, only the eect from the tail of
the scalar tau-sneutrino can be seen and, therefore, the limit on s is much weaker.
The L3 collaboration has recently published the 90% C.L. upper limit on
j131j = j232j < 0:04
for m
˜τL
= 110{170 GeV by measuring the cross section and the forward-backward asymmetry in
muon-pair production. The future experiment at the NLC can probe heavier scalar tau-sneutrino with





 1% and an integrated luminosity of  50 fb−1.
8.5 LEP precision measurements of Z widths
Heavy virtual chiral fermions induce sizable loop corrections to Γ(Z ! f f) (f is a light fermion) via
fermion-sfermion mediated triangle graphs [161, 162]. Since vertices involving 0i3k or 
00
3jk could allow
top quark in internal lines of a triangle diagram, [161, 162] the bounds on them are most interesting.
For m˜ = 100 GeV and at 1, the following bounds emerge (Rl = Γhad=Γl; R
SM
l = 20:756 with Higgs
boson mass mH treated as a free parameter):
013k  0:34 from Rexpe = 20:757 0:056;
023k  0:36 from Rexp = 20:783 0:037;
033k  0:48 from Rexp = 20:823 0:050; (254)
003jk  0:50 from Rexpl = 20:775 0:027:
9 Summary and outlook
The Rp= SUSY models oer an essentially richer low-energy phenomenology than the SUSY models,
which conserve the R-parity. We specied the main dierences between these two options of the low
energy SUSY at the end of sect. 2. In this paper we mainly concentrated on the lepton/quark flavor
and number violating interactions allowed in the Rp= SUSY. We reviewed many processes in which these
interaction can be probed. It could be noticed that the main direction of the present activity in this
eld is aimed to derivation of the constraints on the Rp= parameters. The Rp= MSSM contains only
in the superpotential 48 parameters more than the R-parity conserving MSSM. Unless no underlying
theory is implied to connect dierent parameters the predictive power of the Rp= SUSY remains rather
weak. Fortunately many processes depend on the the same Rp= couplings or on their products. Thus
in certain cases it becomes possible having the relevant Rp= parameters constrained from one process
to predict the upper bound for the branching of the other processes or to help in the interpretation of
certain experimental signatures. A typical example is given by the well known HERA anomaly. There
were attempts to explain this anomaly as the s-channel squarks resonance. Since from the 0 decay
0111 coupling had been stringently constrained it became possible to exclude from consideration the up
squark. This was a step forward in understanding for an origin of the HERA anomaly. There are other
examples of this type. Knowing constraints on the Rp= parameters allows one to estimate prospects of
a certain experiment in searching for the Rp= SUSY and, thus, to signicantly help in planning new
experiments of this type. Many experiments intending to search for the Rp= SUSY signal are now in
progress or on the stage of preparation. Having these issues in mind we present in Tables 16 and 17 the
most stringent constraints for the Rp= parameters and for their products.
In Table 17 we listed constraints only for those products which are, as we think, the most phe-
nomenologically important. Let us note that these products are more stringently constrained from the
Table 16. Upper bounds on Rp= couplings for m˜ = 100 GeV. The numbers with (?) correspond to 2
limits and those with (y) are basis-dependent limits.
Coupling Bound Source Coupling Bound Source
j121j 0.05? CC universality j00112j 10−6 NN ! K’s
j122j 0.05? CC universality j00113j 10−3 nn oscillation
j123j 0.05? CC universality j00123j 1.25 Pert. unitarity
j131j 0.06 Γ( ! e)=Γ( ! ) j00212j 1.25 Pert. unitarity
j132j 0.06 Γ( ! e)=Γ( ! ) j00213j 125 Pert. unitarity
j133j 0.003 e mass j00223j 1.25 Pert. unitarity
j231j 0.06 Γ( ! e)=Γ( ! ) j00312j 0:50 ΓZ‘ =ΓZh (LEP 1)
j232j 0.06 Γ( ! e)=Γ( ! ) j00313j 0:50 ΓZ‘ =ΓZh (LEP 1)
j233j 0.06 Γ( ! e)=Γ( ! ) j00323j 0.50 ΓZ‘ =ΓZh (LEP 1)
Coupling Bound Source Coupling Bound Source Coupling Bound Source
j0111j 0.00013 ()0 j0211j 0.09 R j0311j 0.10 − ! −
j0112j 0.02? CC univ. j0212j 0.09 R j0312j 0.10 − ! −
j0113j 0.02? CC univ. j0213j 0.09 R j0313j 0.10 − ! −
j0121j 0.035? APV j0221j 0.18 D decay j0321j 0.20y D0D0 mixing
j0122j 0.02 e mass j0222j 0.18 D decay j0322j 0.20y D0D0 mixing
j0123j 0.20y D0D0 mixing j0223j 0.18 D decay j0323j 0.20y D0D0 mixing
j0131j 0.035? APV j0231j 0.22?  j0331j 0.48 R (LEP)
j0132j 0.16 b! eXc j0232j 0.36 R j0332j 0.48 R (LEP)
j0133j 0.0007 e-mass j0233j 0.36 R j0333j 0.48 R (LEP)
Table 17. Upper bounds on some important product couplings for m˜ = 100 GeV.
Combination Bound Source Combination Bound Source





j1j11j2j 7  10−7 ! 3e j231131j 7  10−7 ! 3e
jIm 0i120?i21j 8  10−12 K j0i120i21j 1  10−9 mK
j0i130i31j 8  10−8 mB j01k102k2j 8  10−7 KL ! e
j0k11k12j 4:8  10−9 Ti ! eTi j011j021j j 7:6  10−8 Ti ! eTi
j00i3200i21j 0.008 Γ(Bch ! KneutKch) j00i3100i21j 0.006 Γ(Bch ! Kneutch)
sources displayed in the Table than it could be derived by multiplication of the corresponding indi-
vidual constraints from Table 16. We would also like to remind that most of the constraints on were
derived under the assumption that only one parameter or a product of the Rp= parameters dominates at
a time. This assumption is invoked by the fact that the amplitude of a process used to constrain the
Rp= parameters typically depends on many SUSY parameters.
Thus most of the constraints are not inevitable conditions for the phenomenological studies and
model building but only indicative ones. With this precautions we conclude our review in which we of
course could not cover all Rp= SUSY phenomenology. Questions not discussed here can perhaps be found
in other recently appeared original and review papers [13, 14, 16].
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